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Second Cla.u Hatter.

THE FLOOD DISASTER
From the beginning of the month of January we had had excessive rains, and from
the middle of the afternoon of January 16,
when the sun shone for just a little while,
we had a constant downpour, day and night
until about the 25th.
When we left our office on Saturday
afternoon of the 23rd, the Ohio River had
overflown its banks having reached the
second story of many buildings along the
river front. It had also backed up through
many of our big sewers and was flooding
many streets in the business district, being
so deep that we encountered difficulty in
getting home. By Sunday all streets leading to the elevated part of the city were
completely closed and impassable, except
by boat. The west end, which is the lower
part of the city, was completely flooded.
Late Sunday afternoon and night the
radios ceased, lights went out, power was
cut off, water supply limited to one hour a
day, no gas in the vast west end (people
cooked on improvised fireplacess in the
yard, much like pioneer days) telephone
service limited to em~I~Jlcy .. l;lnd d~ath
calls in the stricken section.
Our big radio station, WHAS, broadcast
almost continuously for 189 hours, calling
for boats, trucks, cars, doctors, nurses,
food, clothing, ' medicine, which was heart
rending to hear. The boats, comparatively
speaking, were almost as common in the
flooded streets as automobiles on dry land.
Boats were sent here from many states
and cities and police came from seventeen
states, from Boston, Mass., to Phoenix, Arizona. Overnight a bright, beautiful, homelike, hustling city of 350,000 inhabitants
was turned into one of blackness, dread,
desperation and despair. Three-fourths of
the city was under water and more than
230,000 had to flee their homes.
For three weeks now our business district
reflects the horror of the disaster. Basements overflowing with water, pumps going
everywhere, no lights, heat or power, and
the two or three most prominent stores
trying to operate are lit with candles and
dingy coal oil lamps, the clerk~ haye ~m
their hats and heavy coats, makmg It dIfficult to distinguish a clerk from a customer.
We fear there will never be an accurate
estimate of the human lives lost, and on the
outlying districts in the path of the flood
the loss of live stock cannot be estimated.
One man lost $15,000 worth, and we have
just been informed that another farmer
who felt it would be humane to put them
out of their misery, shot 32 head of fine
cattle rather than see them suffer the ravages of the flood. At one point out in the
country 200 men were employed burying
dead animals.
Houses have been washed away, yards
and pavements have caved in, fu~niture
and bedding ruined, floors are bucklmg up
-really we haven't words to express the
horrors of it.
We have never known of a tragedy that
has brought people so close toget~~r in a
Christian spirit. People opened theIr homes

to friend and foe alike, housing as many as
60 in one large home. People have been
housed in distilleries, tobacco factories, box
cars, school buildings, churches, etc., and it
seems that religious services have been held
even in the distilleries. One theatrical man
said he walked down to the water where
they· were rescuing colored people by the
hundred, and as they came out they
preached the gospel, which touched his
heart.
The Red Cross has unstintingly fed,
clothed and served the people in every possible way. Thank God for this organization. There seem to be brotherliness and
Christian charity on every hand.
The readers of The Herald will be happy
to know that The Pentecostal Herald force,
although some of them have suffered great
losses, are safe and that the Publishing
Company has not been flooded, except for
a limited amount of water in our basements
which did not reach our stock.
We regret that because of lack of electric
power, heat and light we have been unable
. to... get 9ut. the last four issues of THE HERald, but we feel sure that our friends and
subscribers will bear with us.
\Ve would also mention that we have
suffered a large financial loss of business
during this period, which has handicapped
us in meeting our large Bible bills, as we
depend on our sales at this season of year
to take care of some of these. In view of
this, we shall be very grateful if you will
send us in your renewal, a new subscriber,
if at all possible, and by all means take advantage of some of the great bargains we
are offering to you in books, and our Bible
sale which will appear in next issue of The
Herald.
The leaders of our city are already planning to make a greater Louisville, and we
at The Herald office are planning to make
a greater paper-one that will be a greater
blessing to the people. Weare asking for
your prayers. 'Our faith is strong, and as
never before we are believing in and depending on an all-powerful Christ to lead
us through.
~

Things That Abide.
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HA T is known as the "Holiness
Movement" sprang up soon af..
ter the close of the Civil War.
People, in their distress, hunted
'"'"
up old Methodist books, got to
reading John Wesley, Charles
Wesley's hymns, Hester Ann Rogers, Carvos~
so,and other testimonies, among them a
pamphlet by old Dr. Pierce, father of Bishop
Pierce. These readings led to hungerings
and thirstings. Groups of people got togeth~
er and prayed for the filling of the Holy Spir~
it cleansing the heart from all sin.
For a time, the Movement was much
stronger in the North than in the South. The
writings of Bishop Foster were much sought
oafter. Dr. Joyce, a great preacher and a
"

~
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wonderful man of God, received the bleBsing
of sanctification; he was elected Bishop and
throughout the conferences over which he
presided, carried a gracious testimony. Many
preachers and people within the church were
sanctified.
The Movement broke out in the South. Rev:
W. A. Dodge, George Matthews and a group
of devout ministers and llaymen received the
sanctifying power. They were reasonable,
devout men who loved the church, labored
faithfully, and kept the holy fires burning.
Dodge and Matthews, with a group of devout
preachers and laymen, founded the Indian
Springs camp meeting, where I think it is
safe ro slay that, hundreds of ministers and
thousands of the laity, have found the gra~
cious blessing of perfect love. As the years
have gone by, the Indian Springs camp has
grown into a little city, with its electrical
plant, water system, commodious hotel, a
number of ekcellent bJarding houses, J3, large
building for the entertainment of preachers,
another for their wives, .a nd many cottage
homes. Every year multitudes attend thh;
encampment and many souls 'are blessed. In~
di,an Springs has a tabernacle for young peo·
pJe and -hundreds have been sanctified. So.
Indian Springs, with its growth :a nd infiu·
-nce, abides. Many other camps have sprung
up and have beel! used of the Lord, which we
shall not undertake to mention at this time.
The organization of the National HolineRs
Association was a most fortunate work. It
abides and grows, and through it blessing.:.
pave come to thousand.:; of people. William
McDonald, Brother Thompson, M. L. Haney,
Isaiah Reid, E. I. D. Pepper, Wood, who
wrote Perfect Love, John F. Inskip, and a
number of men, many of them prominent
pastors of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
organized the National Holiness Asociation.
It would be difficult to estimate the work
done by the National Holiness Association.
It soon organized a missionary society and
has sent forth a number of whoUy sanctified
nm.sionaries, and thousands of people in the
foreign lands have been brought into the ex~
perience of full salvation, and the good work
continues. Dr. C. W. Butler is now Pres:·
dent of the National Holiness Association,
and has his work so arranged at J ohn Fletch~
er College that he is able to hold many con~
ventions with gratifying r('sults. The Na~
tional Holiness Association is one of the
things that remains.
We must not leave out of this count Moun~
tain Lake Park camp meeting where thou~
sands have been converted and sanctified, or
Sychar camp meeting at Mt. Vernon, Ohio, a
wonderful gathering place where thousands
rr.eet every year to preach, pray and shout
and see the mighty work of the Holy Spirit.
Then there is Wichita, Kan., which has a
larger attendance, perhaps, than any other
camp. People assemble there by the thou~
sands, many coming for hnndreds of miles
for the one purpose of being cleansed from
all sin and filled with the Holy Spirit. The
(Continued on page 8)
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. An E;;glish 1?reacher writmg on, Are our Sanctuaries
Bif.th places of Souls," says:
Why should not all our
sanctuaries be converting
centers, all our services be
life-changing occasions; all
our worshipful assemblies
provide an atmosphere favorable to the release of sinshackled souls, :a nd all
preachers so preach, that
even the most casual hearer would
<find in the sermon, a direct message
from God? It is surely God's will that his
Hous~, with all its appurtenances, ~hould so
functIOn. Each sanctuary should be a Bethel,. with its angel-thronged ladder and the
VOIce of God speaking for man's cheer' an
Elim offering refreshment and rtmewai to
desert-tired fugitives; a Bethesda, where the
most woe-stricken can find healing' a Hermon, where it is good to be, bec~use the
glory-lighted face of the Lord is sighted; 3Patmos, where earth's exiles can hear harpers harping on their harps in the city celestial, and have visions of the Lamb as though
~e. had bee~ newly slain-but particularly,
It IS the bemgn design of God that it should
be a Zion, where souls are born again. 'And
of Zion it shall be' said, This, and that man
was born in her; and the Highest himself
shall establish her. The Lord shall count
when he writeth up the people, that this mal~
was born there.' "
1. Do we not need the spiritual atmosphere favorable to conversion?
2. Is it not indispensible that preachers,
church officers' and members become sure
that they are born again?
3. Have we a passion for souls 'a s our
fathers had?
4. 'I s the preaching th-e kind that produces conviction for sin?
H.
A great actor once said: "Actors speak of
things, imaginary as though real; preachers
speak of things real as though imaginary."
A story is told of G€neral Feng that one time
(before he went to Russ1ia) great Chrir;tian
General of China, that when he was in Pekin
he used to send out and have some missionary preachers come in to preach to his troops.
One Sunday an officer came to Fer1g and said
they had difficulty in getting the soldiers to
attend the services. Feng asked the reason
and was told of one of the preachers, a modernist, who came out and s'a id: "I am going
to speak to you from John's gospel. We
scholars have here found out that there is
a great deal of error in this gospel; not a
little of it is tradition, nevertheless, there
are some good things in it and lam going to
talk to you about these good things."
After that, Feng did not send out any
more for outside preachers-, hiS' soldiers had
been taught to believe the Bible and they
wanted men to preach to them who preached
Bible gospel.
"Should all the forms that men devise
As.sault my faith with treacherous art,
I'd call them vanity and lies,
And bind thy Gospel to my heart."

III.
Prayer changes things and will change the
atmosphere of the church.
That grand Weardale evangelist, Joshua
Dawson, was once preaching in the Clowes
Memorial Church, Burslem, to upwards- of

a thousand people. He could preach and did
that night with overwhelming effect. The
asmosphere was so electric, the tension so
great, that the sermon was cut short ere one
half of it had found utterance; and then, in
response to the speaker's invitation and the
Holy Spirit's compelling power, what a rush
of penitents we witnessed making for the
Communion Rail-scores of them-whilst a
number of notorious sinners· made for the
e.xits as speedily as could be atraid of having to surrender. The secret of that saving
hou~ was a propitious atmosphere, created by
a mIghty band of suppliants at the preacher's l~ft, who were praying then, as they
were m the habit of praying regularly and
unitedly for a Church after God's own heart.
It is one of the biggest of big blunders to
think the preacher alone should supply 'the
ne~essary glow. and inspiration in any gather.mg of wors~lppers, and particularly if we
WIsh to turn smners from the error of their
way.
Never must we allow ourselves to
forget, that our services will not be sealed
with conversions unless our preaching be a
trumpet-call to Christ as the Savior from sin.
"0 wondrous power of faithful prayer,
What tongue can tell the almighty grace?
God's; hands are bound or open are,
As Moses and Elijah pray;
Let Moses in the Spirit groan,
And God cries out, 'Let me alone.' 11
IV.
. Lloyd~eorge, British Statesman, speakmg of hIS early life said: "Personally, 1
should be ungrateful if I did not say that I
owe nothing to the University. lowe nothing to secondary schools. Whatever I do
owe. it is' t~ the little Bethel." In h'is age
an mundatmg wave of religious revival
swept over the l.an~ (1895). The power of
the Welsh PUlPI~ was then at its height.
Nev.er before or smce have the religious leaders m a la,nd, celebrated for its great preachers, exerCIsed such unbounded influence upon the nation as they did in the years when
the plastic. mind ?f Lloyd George was being
shaped by ItS enVIronments. The pulpit was
the throne!
Speaking of that age in a London address
Lloyd George said: "For fifty years my smali
country of Wales produced a larger number
of orators than any other country of the
wor.ld in the same period. They were men of
gemus, power and force b~yond the ordinary.
!hey were men who belIeved, passionately,
m heaven, hell, God, Satan, damnation salvation, redemption; these were not ab;tract
theories for them. They were each and all
a passionate reality to these men. These are
the men who were the teachers and preachers when Hugh Price Hughes was born."

V.
Drummond, in his "Greatest Thing in the
W?rld,"-Love Chapter of First CorinthianR
thIrteenth chapter, tells us that the Spectrum
of Love has nine ingredients:
"Patience-Love suffereth long."
"Kindnes-s~And is kind.'~
"Generosity-Love envieth not."
Humility--Love vaunteth not itself, is not
puffed up."
"Courtesy-Doth not behave itself unileEm'lly."
"Unselfishness-Seeketh not her own."
::Go?d Temper-Is not easily provoked."
Gmlelessness-Thinketh no evil."
"Sincerity-Rejoiceth not in iniquity."
Joseph H. Smith, writing on the same subject, puts it this way:

"We will note that the identity of charity
---:Love-with heart purity is shown in its
sevenfold exclusion of sm:
"Envieth not"
"Vaunteth not itself"
"Is not puffed up"
"Doth not behave itself unseemly"
"Seeketh not her own"
"Thinketh no eviL"
"Those 'no's' and 'not's' are as inscriptions '
on the tombstone of the 'old man.' They record the expUlsive power of a new affection.
They prove that when the positive work of
love's perfecting is effected by the Spirit's
fullness, the negative work of sin's ejection is
accomplished by the Spirit's baptism. This
latter is definitely shown in Acts 15 :8, 9, and
the former in Romans 5·:5."

"0 glorious hope of perfect love!
It lifts me up to things above,
It bears on eagles wings:
It gives my ravished soul a taste,
And makes me for some moments feast
With Jesus' priests and kings."

VI.
Andrew Johnson, our long time evangelistic
friend and brother, in a recent article in an
Exchange, gives some fine chunks of truth
which we feel like pas~ing on to THE HERALD
readers:
"The Christian system is a system of re's.
For instance-repent, restore, revive, renew,
regenerate, resurrect and religion. Philosophy says think again, education s-a ys lOOJrn
again, priestcraft says worship again, sociol~
ogy. (so~p, ~oup and sunshine) says work
aga,m,. ntuahsm .s3;Ys be ~aptized again, sec~
~anamsm says ]mn agazn; but Jesus said:
Ye must be horn again.' We are children
of God not by creation but by re-creation not
by being born but by being born again' not
by natural generation but by supernatural
re~,eneration, not by nature but by grace!
.One . of the 'profess'~r~ in the Chicago
:UnIVerSIty explamed relIgIon on this wise:
I once w~n.t to a revival meeting and sought
to get reitgwn. I sought three weeks but did
not. get religion. I we~t to a University
Wh.IC~ corrected myoId-tIme fogy notions of
rel!g!on. It taught me that I was not to get
relIgIOn at all, but to learn religion. So 1
gave up the false idea of getting religi~n and
ha~e been learning religIon.'
Dr. ~'. Stanley Jones summed up the
grea~ :ehgIOuS srstems of the world as follows. Greece ~ald Be moderate-know thy~
self. ~0n:-e saId Be strong-Order thyself.
Confuclamsm says, Be superior-Correct
thyself. Isbm s-a ys, Be submissive-Bend
thyself. Judaism .says, Be holy-Conform
thyself. Buddhism says, Be unseparate~erge th~self. Materialism says, Be effec~
tlVe---CultlVate thyself. Diletantis
Be broad-Enjoy th
lf
"
m says,
Be Ch . tl'k
G' yse . Chns-b anity says,
rlS I e- Ive thyself'
"M'
.
this: ~ ~l~~~~~regard to religion is simply

~~~~~e ~~I~~d~~~~~~e~u~h~k~o t~:tBrae;~T!~:'

the Pre b t '
ISCIP es, support it like
the Epissc~p:N:nn:' b~et:evere~t ~bout it like
e
olics and enjoy it'l"k tUh tNo It llke the Cath1 e
e azarenes."

.. ..------

-------.~.-

If we abide by th
. ' .
Bible, our country e J?Nnciples taught in the
but if we and our WI g~ on and prosper;
structions and aut:o~~erlty neglect its inhow SUdden a cata on y, no man can tell
us and bury all oUl~troPhe .may overyhelm
scurity.-Daniel Webs1~~~Y In profound ob-
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HOLINESS AND THE CHURCH
Rev. j. C. McPheeters, D. D.
VIII.
journey of life the fish of circumstances
In previou .., articles we would swallow me as definitely as the whale
have given :;ome of the swallowed Jonah. Thus an Old Testament
testimonies of the great story, the authenticity of which has been
leaders of the church to questioned by many modernists, was used as
the experience of holiness a great blessing to my soul. To me the story
as a definite work of of Jonah and the big fish was no mere myth.
grace subsequent to re- but the record of an event that really hapgeneration. While the de- pened. J am quite sure that the interpretatails varied in these expe- tion which some modern teachers give to this
riences, we found a re- story, lifting it out of the historical setting
markable unanimity in into the realm of myth, would have had littheir testimonies to the fact that after they tle or no influence in enabling me to yield to
were saved there came a seconl.1 epochal cri= the call to the ministry. Having finally set~is in obtaining the Baptism with the Holy tled the issue by saying "yes" to God I was
happy in my decision.
Ghost.
After completing high school I went to
This company of witnesses to the experience of holiness is not confined to the past. college, to prepare for the ministry. I enA great multitude may be found in our pres- tered Marvin College,a college of the Methent day in the churches, who give testimony odist Church, ~ocated at Fredericktown, Mo.
to the blessed experience of heart purity. During that first year Rev. Marvin T. Haw,
The experiellGe is vital and real with them. pastor . of the Methodist Church at Jackson,
They know wh2.reof they speak. They would Mo., was called to hold a revival meeting in
be untrue to God, and grieve the Holy Ghost, Fredericktown. His meeting was held in
if they failed to witnesS' to that which has the Methodist Church, with "the college faculty and students participating. During the
taken place in their own Ii ves.
The greatest boon to my own ministry has days of that meeting a very godly woman
been, that while still a boy preacher I was came to assist in the matter of holding cotled into this Canaan of Christian experience. ta2'e prayer meetings, and doing personal
I was converted early in childhood, and uni- work. Her name was Mn. Skinner. or betted with the Methodist Church. I was for- tel known as "Sister Skinner," who, as I
tunate in having Christian parents, who sur~ understand, was the first deaconess ever aprounded my early life with strong, Christian pointed under the Woman's. Board of the
influences'. My father conducted the old~ Methodist Episcopal Church, South. She
fashioned famfly altar in the homE:, and the served for many years at Centenary Church,
entire family was always in the house of St. Louis. Although having retired from
God when the circuit riders came to the com- regular appointment. she went about among
munity for their preaching engagements. the churches doing personal work, holding
The community of my childhood was in the cottage m~etings, and helped pray down the
power of God upon the preacher and the peoOzark hill country of Missouri.
I shall never forget the revivals held by ple. To look into her face was to realize that
the circuit riders during my early childhood. she walked with her Lord in a manner above
These men of God preached a gospel which that of the ordinary Christian.
It was my good fortune to fall into one 0:
was the power of God unto salvation. They
were fearless in their denunciation of sin, Sister Skinner's cottage meetings. There
and the proclamation of the coming judg- were only five present. three preacher boys,
ment. Sinners were mightily convicted of includ.i ng myself, Sister Skinner, and the
sin. I recall seeing the mOllrner's hench re- host in the home where Sister Skinner was
peatedly filled with penitent hearts, and being entertained. The crowd was not large
hearing the triumphant shouts of victory of but it was a memorable meeting. The infornew-born souls as they prayed through to a mal meeting had hardly opened when Sister
Skinner as·ked of me a personal question. She
saving knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ.
These revival experiences, had a very S'aid: "Do you believe in sanctification?" I
wholesome influence upon my life as 'a small was somewhat hesitant in my reply, saying,
child. Some of our modern teachers of "I hardly know whether I do or not. I have
Christian Education have been greatly mis- heard many extreme things mentioned in
led about the relation of the child to a great connection with sanctification. You will have
Holy Ghost revival. Some of them even go to explain to me what you mean before I can
so far as' to counsel that children should not answer you." It was then a heavenly glow
be taken to such revivals; but these same lit upon a face ripened with years,as I heard
eduoators raise no protest to taking the chil- the simple unfolding of the significance and
dren to the football game, where emotional the meaning of this great experience. Beexcesses' may be found on a scale far beyond fore she finished my heart was hungry and
anything witnessE:d in the old-fashioned re- crying out for what she was talking about.
\rival of Holy Ghost religion. "Consistency, When she finished I said: "Is this what you
thou art ,a, jewel!" The fact of the matter mean by sanctification?" She said, "Yes."
is, there is nothing our young people need I replied : "Then if this is what it is, I accept
more today than to come in contact with gen- it by faith here and now." She arose from
uine revivals of rEligion, where the Holy her chair, crossed the room with the glow of
Ghost is manifested in mighty convicting that heavenly smile upon her face, saying, as
she approached me, "Do yo u believe the Lord
and saving power.
My call to the ministry came early in my sanctifies you now?" My response was, "Yes.
teen-'age, while ' a lad in high school. I I know he does, praise the Lord!" The tidal
wrestled for some time over this call. It waves of joy and glory flooded my soul. I
was not my desire to be a minister, I wanted shouted, "Glory to God!"
Sister Skinner then called us to our knees
to be a lawyer. I enjoyed a debate, ,a nd was
a member of more than one debating club in prayer, and the other two preacher-boys
in those days. The law appealed to me as 3 who were with me prayed through to the Canatural outlet for my propensities along this naan experience. This cottage meeting was
line. The call to the ministry was in no sense not held in an Upper Room; it happened to
pleasing to me. The struggle in my soul ex- be a lower room on the first floor. But we
tended over a period of many months. God found there an Upper Room experience. One
used the story of Jonah and the whale in set- of the young men in college, who has since
tling the question. If I ran from the call of become a prnminent educator, being the
God in rej ecting the ministry I had a pro~ President of cne of our state universities,
found conviction that somewhere along the said to me: nMcPheeters, some of us who

are y0ur close friends are disappointed to see
you take off after sanctification. But we are
confident it is a matter that will soon blow
over, and will not la.'it fl:; r long." Contrary
to my friend's prophecy, I have found this
experience has abided through the years,
growing in richness as we journey on.
In the winter of 1918 I broke down with
tuberculosis in the midst of a busy pastorate
in the city of St. Louis. I had :}n extensive
involvement in both lungs, running a temperature of 103 day and night, and raising
three cups of moisture per v'a~T. One of
America's greatest doctors at the time told
me he did not know whethe:::- I could be cured.
I faced the reality of eternity. I had time to
think and review l:'1y mil1lstry in the light
of perhaps going soon into the presence of
God to give an account. Amid the testing of
those days there was one thing I had to be
thankful for above evel'ything else, and it
was this: that during my ministry I had
preached and witnessed to the experience of
sanctification, and in those days I renewed
my covenant with God to continue the proclamation of this message even with renewed
emphasis if he should in his good providence
raise me from a bed of affliction, for which
the best doctors held out but little hope. G<>d
touched my body and raised me up, and I rejoice in the r,lorious pJ;:ivilege of still proclaiming this blessed message: "The blood of
J e~ms Christ. his Son. clean seth us from all
sin."
(c;!)ntinued)

------.. ......----.~

THOUSANDS BLESSED

in reading that most wonderfully interesting
and helpful Life of Samuel Logan Brengle.
It is so interesting that most any young person would enjoy it and it is so suggestive of
the power of a completely consecrated life
that no one could read it without spiritual
benefit. You wiU not only want to read this
book yourself, but you will want to give some
of them for presents. . There are 254 pages,
the book is beautifully printed and bound,
and although it was originally published at
$1.5,0, we are now enabled to offer it at 6Oc,
or two copies for $1, postpaid. If after having read it, you do not say it is one of the
most helpful books you ever read, you may
return one or both of them and we will refund your money. Order of THE HERALD
office.
~

The Quiet Corner
. . . . "That we may lead a quiet and peaceable life
in all godliness and honesty."-l Tim. 2:2.
By
REV. WALTER E. ISENHOUR
Cherryville, N. C.
~

, BRINGING MEN TO CHRIST.

"Go out quickly into the streets and lanes
of the ~ity, and bring in hither the poor, and
the maImed, and the halt, and the blind. And
the servant said, Lord, it is done as thou hast
commanded, and yet there is room. And the
Lord said unto the servant, Go out into the
highways and hedges, and compel them to
come in, that my house may be filled."Luke 14 :21-23.
This scripture i~ taken from the parable of
the Great Supper. The paflable is this: a
man made a great supper and sent out his
servant to tell those who were bidden that
all things were ready. Then those who were
invited began to make excuse. One had
bought a piece of ground, .and must go to see
it, therefore he ::aid, "I pray thee have me

(Continued on page 7, col. 2)
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ENTIRE SANCTIFICATION,
A Second IBlessing, Instantaneously Bestowed
Rev.
"This tis .t he will of God, even your sam,ctifiootion." 1 Thess. 4 :3.

.~
': CCORDlNG
to Acts,
St. Luke
~
lth chapter of
aboutinA. the
D.
53, St. Paul established a Christian Church at Thessalonica. St.
Paul preached a positive Gospel
that converted believers to
Christ. Shortly after, about A. D. 54, Paul
wrote his first Epistle to them. In this
Epistle three salient facts are set forth, viz:
(1) This was a Church of real Christians.
, (2) They were in need of Entire Sanctification. (3) This Entii'e Sanctification is instantaneously bestowed. These three propositions will be considered :md proven in their
logical order.
1. The first proposition: That this was a
real Christian Church is evidenced l;\y the
following facts:
(1). ·"Paul, and Silvanus, and Timotheus,
unto the Church of the Thessalonians which
is in God the Father sud in the Lord Jesus
Christ." (1 : 1) .
(2) "Re~embering without ceasing your
work of faitn, and labor of love, and patience
of hope in our Lord Jesus Christ, in the sight
of God our Father." (1 :3.)
(3) "And ye became followers of us, and
of the Lord, having received the word in
much affliction, with joy in the Holy Ghost."

(1:6).

(4)
"So that ye were en~cm,ples to all
that believe in Macedoni,a and Achaia."

(1:7).

(5,) "For from you sounded out the word
of the Lord not only in Macedonia and
Achaia, but also in every place your faith to
God-ward is spread abroad." (1 :8).
(6) "And brought us good tidings of
your faith ,and charity." (3 :6).
(7) , "Ye were all the children of light,
and the children of the day: we are not of
the night, nor of darkness." (5,:5).
A review reveals the following irrefutable
facts, viz: (1) They we.re in Go\.~ the Father
'and the Lord Jesus ChrIst. (2) They had a
work of faith, labor of love, !8.nd patience of
hope. (3) They had received the word of
God with joy in the Holy Ghost. (4) They
were eX'amples to other believers. (5) They
sounded out the truth-their jaith was
spread abroad. (6) They manifested good
tidings of jla ith and love. (7) They were
of the light and of the day,. and not of the
night, nor of darkness. If these people were
not Christian it would be interestmg to know
the elements of character it takes to make a
Christian Church. They were indeed an excellent class of folks-new born converts, at
least if not more than, a year old. It would
cert~inly be encour,a ging if our modern
Church was filled with this high class of
Christians.
II. The second proposition: That these
people were in need of an experience of Entire Sanctification is evidenced by the following Scriptures. In 1 Thess. 4:3 Paul ~ays,
"This is the will of God even your sanctIfication that ye should ahstain from fornication>' The pagan religion did not demand
sexual purity of its devotees, the gods and
goddesses being grossly immoral. ~riest
esses were in the temples for the serVIce of
the men who came. It is gratifying to know

J. F. Michael, Ph.D., LL.D.

Paul makes no accusation of fornication
against them, while drawing a marked contrast between the ethic,al standards of the
two religions. It is God's will the Christian
refigion be free from all sin. In 1 Thess.
5 :23 Paul prays, "And the very God of peace
sanctify you wholly; and I pray God your
whole spirit and soul and body ' be preserved
blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ." Note the prayer's inclusivenes'S,
viz: spirit-pneuma; soul-psyche; body-soma.
That they were not entirely sanctified is
proven by P'au1's prayer elsewhere, viz: in 1
Thess. 3 :10 he says, "Night and day praying
exceedingly that we might see your face, and
might perfect (1 ,a orist) that which is lacking
in your faith. Doubtless if they already possessed this entire sanctification Paul would
not have pflayed so earnestly for a further
work of divine grace in order to perfect that
which was lacking in their faith. This being
true note further in the event they receive
such a degree of sanctification it wi!] be subsequent to their conversion-pardon, and consequently, properly so-called, a second blessing'. Furthermore the term "perfect" being
in the aorist tense indicates instantaneous
action, not growth.
While there is absol uteiy no virtue in the
term "second blessing" let it be forever remembered that the obnoxiousness .of the
term, if such is the case with some good people, J1.eed not keep earnest seekers from the
blessed experience of entire sanctification,
otherwise known as Perfect Love, Christian
Perfection, I fear many well meaning people let the term "second blessing" prejudice
them against the beauty of Scriptural holiness. As some one has said a rose called by
any other name is just as fragrant. I do not
believe intelligent "second blessing" preaching ever injured the Methodist Church. It
does not seem to have hurt the Free Methodist, the Wesleyan Methodist, the Friends
Church, the Protestant Methodist, and the
Nazarene Church. I do know of several
instances, however, where the preacher lost
his temper and blessed out the holiness folks
driving them out into other denominations'
and thereby weakening his own church nu:
merically and spiritually. The truth of the
matter is we have many in the church who do
not want to live a holy life. Just let any
Methodist preacher preach holiness, regardless of the blessings-whether one, two, or a
thousand, !8.nd he will raise hades there on
the spot, because those very same people feel
that an entirely cons crated life makes too
great a demand on them. But, regardless of
the attitude of the worldly-minded in the
Church we must preach holiness and help
earnest souls obtain the experience of "Perfect Love." That IS the only experience that
fortifies against the world, the flesh, and the
devil. So let us preach it sanely, constantly,
fearlessly, upon the alone condition of faith
and consecration, encournging the folks to
press forward toward the mark of high calling in Christ Jesus our Lord.
III. The third proposition: This Entire
Sanctification is instantaneously bestowed.
Bagster's Analytical Greek Lexicon shows
the following passages to be in the aorist
tense which indicates instantaneous action
viz: Reb. 13:12; Eph. 5 :26; John 17:17;
1

Acts 15:9; and 1 Thess. 5:23. I point to
these merely to show BauI's prayer in 1
Thess. 5 :23 iB not an isolated Scripture.
The difficulty with many is they confuse
the idea of maturity with purity. The heart
is purified, subjectively, by an act of grace,
and instantaneous sanctification is that
grace. The life reaches maturity, objectively, by a growth in grace, and progressive
sanctification is that grace. III fact the Bible
teaches, though many do not recognize it, a
negative sanctification which is subjective in
its applic'a tion, and instant aneous in its action; while, on the other hand it teaches a
positive sanctification, which is objective in
its application, and proJressive in its action.
Always, and everywhere, the logical as well
as the theologiool order is: (1). A negative,
subjective, instantaneous sanctification by
faith, which crucifies the carnal man, thus
purifying the heart. (2). A positive, objective, progressive sanctification by a daily
applic'a tion of God's precious 'Word 'a s your
rule of faith and practice, which gradually
purifies the outward life. Truly, there is
both an instantaneous and gradual work of
sanctification to be properly pJ,aced. Dr.
Adam Clark, the eminent Mef10dist theolo·
gian, says, "Neither a gradation pardon nor
a gradation purmca.tion exists in the Bible."
That. is to s'ay ~od instantaneously pardon~
the smner, by faIth, ,,"In the merits of the shed
blo~d of Jesu~ Christ; and instantaneous!)
pUflfies the belIever's heart. by faith through
the sanctifying power of the Hoiy Ghost.
Thus the blood of Christ and the sanctifying
power of the Holy Spirit form the bases of
the tw~ works of grace. As indicated above
the beh~ver reaches maturity of life by a
growth m grace, applying the precious Word
of G?d as fiis r~le of faith and practice, thu~
keepmg hIS dally life clean, holy, sandified
outwardly. A marvelous goal but not beYQnd
the reach of mortal man.

REQUESTS FOR PRAYER
L. R.: "Please pray for a m
h'
the gospel and means
an w 0 IS preaching
he is stationed, loved :~dh~~~:~d t~; C~l.;,ch where
A Sister: "A certain you
years of age is tryin to ng w?m.an twenty-five
, certain neglected field g but S~ qhrds~Ian work in a
than good because she'is not s~n~tifi~~ng ore harm
that ,God will undertake so that sh' 'llease pray ·
e W1 soon be
sanctIfied and enter i t
that he will remove h~ro a~{eal prayer life or else
she is qualified to fill."
put her on some place

Pl

H. J. M.: "Please pray f
open doors and wisdom AIr me, an evangelist, for
health, and needs of ou'r h so my dear mother for
with catarrh and nervous t~~~ble.~; too, suffer some

Julia Clark is in the ho 't I
for three months and is sP a and has been there
babe. Please pray that sh: elPl ss as a new-born
may soon come home to her aY e healed, that she
ove d ones.-Her Sister.
Prayer is requested-b- - . tient, faithful and keep Yt: ~~e that she may be pa~
f~lfill her prayers that he:h m God at al! times to
smful way of livi
d ' us a~d may gIve up his
and children, to m~e athe ~lve hIS love to his wife
_ _ _o_m_e happy once more.

h

r

b

t

q.

W. B,: "May God an
er IS requested for my e~~e: your prayers. Prayme for whipping him and r wif,e a~<l son to forgive
eum t e tue home."
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God's Wonderful Book.
JOHN F. HARVEY.
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HERE is only one Book that can

be called God's Book. It is the
Bible of the Old and New Testaments. It is the supernatural
Book. It came not by the will
or work of man, but "holy men
of God spake as they were moved by the
Holy Ghost." It is essentially different from
any human treatise. A book that God would
make ought to differ from any book that man
could make. Books of human origin may interest, instruct, and help us in various ways,
but they are not infallible. They -are full of
the errors and infirmities of their authors.
The Book of God is living, and it brings life
into the soul. It is spirit and it is life. It
lays its seat in the heart of man and moves
from within outward. "Thy word have I
hid in my heart, that I might not sin ag,ainst
.
thee."
1. The Bible is a re velation a:ld, therefore, it is an authority. It sets up its
claims on no other grounds. "All Scripture
is given by inspiration of God," wrote St.
Paul to Timothy. It claims for itself superhuman origin, and on that claim rests its demands for complete -authority in matters of
which it treats. Higher Critics of yesterday
and Modernists of today have blasted at the
foundations of the revealed Word, but that
Word stands as firm as the eternal Throne
of God. No man is able to slay, from any
information existing, that the Bible is not a
divine Book. God moves in it. It posseses
a power that is posessed by no other book.
It moves us, inspires us, lifts us, transfigures
us. It is a tree of life in a desert world.
That world can no more escape its power
than it can release itself from the law of
gr,a,v itation.
2. The Bible is ,an unchangeable Book.
The books of human origin are soon out of
date. Books of today are on dusty shelves tomorrow. Not so God's Book. Its principles
and precepts are adapted to all times and all
conditions of men. If the God who gave us
the Bible would give us another book tod.ay
teaching his laws, his character, and revealing his salvation, it could in nowise differ
from the Bible we have. It inculcates every
virtue, and condemns every vice. It rev~als
the plan of God from tne eternity of the
past to the eternity of the future. There is,
nothing lacking. It opens the door for us
into unseen realities. It is like the telescope
that brings out stars where only empty space
revealed itself to ~he unaided vision.
God's Book comes into our homes with its
comfort and strength, as in days of old. It
has not lost its power. It soothes the brow
when the fever of the world is upon it. It
comforts 'a nd sustains in the hour of death.
It is a lamp unto our feet and a light unto
our path. It never fails us. It warns, it admonishes it comforts, it inspires. The Word
that God 'spoke h) Moses, Isaiah, Danie!, and
the Apostles is as necessary and as applIcable
today as it was then. He .who to?ay hee.ds
its admonitions and walks III the lIght of 1ts
counsel, will fi~d his path growing brighter
and brighter unto the perfect day.
3. The Bible is a powerful Book. It is .a
divine book. The Holy Ghost walks all
through its pages. The Word of God nev'er
fails. It is efficacious to proauce the results
it promises. God. is its author, .the Holy
Spirit its inspiratIOn, therefore 1t can be
said "My Word shall not return unto me
void: but shall accomplish that whereunto I
send it." It ~s compared unto a hammer
that breaketh the rock in pieces. "For the
weapons of our warfare art not carnal, but
mighty through God to the pulling down of
strongholds."
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It is said to be "sharper than any twoedged sword." That is, the Word of God
penetrates the body. It accomplishes the
humanly impOSSible, "Piercing even to the
dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of
joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the
thoughts and intents of the heart." When
Peter preached on the Day of Pentecost, the
multitudes were pricked in their hearts and
said, "Men and brethren, what shall we do?"
When . the Jews heard Stephen declare the
Word, they were "cut to the heart, and they
gnashed on him with their teeth." How
powerful indeed is the Word of God. The
secret of that power is that it is from God,
,and that God moves in it.
4. What is the preacher's duty toward the
Word of God? St. Paul tells us in his letter
to Timothy, "Preach the Word." But it is
not enough to merely speak the words found
in the Bible, but there are specific directiom
as to how those words shall be spoken in order to be effective for the purpose for which
God has given them. The Word of God is
declared to be the "sword of the Spirit."
That is, the presence of the Spirit in the
Word and in him who speaks that Word
makes it effective. P~ter's sermon brought
wonderful results, on the day when the disciples were ".aU filled with the Holy Ghost."
It is written of Stephen that he was "filled
with the Holy Ghost."
The indispensable qualification of God's
minister is that he be filled with the Holy
Gho>st. He may cram his brain full of the
written Word, accept the Bible as the Word
of God from cover to coyer, 1:;e doctrinally
correct, yet be powerless in speaking the
Word. It is not enough tha ~ the Holy Ghost
be in the Word. He must be in the man who
speaks that Word. He must fill that man.
He must conquer, subdue, control, and empower the man who effectively speaks God's
message. Peter speaks of "them that have
preached the gospel unto you with the Holy
God s,e nt down from heaven." There is no
other effective way to preach the gospel.
'I n apostolic days there was no other kind
of preachers. .There should be no other kind
in any d,ay. To be filled with the Holy Ghost
was an indispensable qualification of those
who preached the Word in the early church.
The only definition that God gives of a minister is: "A flame of fire." Men filled with
the Holy Ghost are the only ones who dare to
get out of the ruts, and depart from the traditional paths marked out for them. They
are those who turn the world upside down.
They are the troublers in the midst of Israel's sin. Men may bind them but the
Word they preach is not bound. That Word
will go forth from such men as a savor of
life unto life, or death unto death. The a11consuming baptism with the Holy Ghost and
fire is God's stamp of approv,al on the ministers of his Word.
The Lord put forth his hand and touched
the mouth of his prophets and said to them:
"Behold, I have put my words in thy mouth."
Only the God-touched mouths can speak
God's words with power. On~y a crucified
man can fully and effectively speak the words
of the crucified Christ. How deep the need
for the touch on the lips of the coal of fire
from off the heavenly altar! The fire that
purges the soul and consumes every desire
that is not God-ward.
How dire the need in these days of fireless
pulpits, fireless altars, and cold storage
churches, of men who have not only seen,
but are obedfent to, the heavenly vision. God
prepared, God led men. Men who will 110t be
bound by conventional forms. Men who will
preach the Word, the whole Word, the full
gospel that convicts, regeneflates, sanctifies,
inspires, guides, and will finally glorify us;
and who will preach this gospel nDt in human wisdom but in the demonstration of the
Spirit and power. Ministers of God's Word
are needed today who will have the courage

5
to deliver all the Words of God whether men
will hear or forbear. Like Paul they will not
shun to "declare unto you the whole counsel
of God." Men who will enter the Ninevehs
of today and boldly, in the name of the Lord,
call the people to repentance; men who will
cry against the Ahabs and J ezebels upon
throne and in palace; men, whose only answer to them that demand smooth words is,
"As the Loru liveth, even what my God
saith, that will I speak." It may mean ostracism in some quarters; it may mean tri.als
of cruel mockings; it may mean the bread
and water of affliction, but God's prophet,
the fire-baptized messenger, will not withold
one word that God has spoken.
"Shall T, for fear of feeble man,
The Spirit's course in me restrain?
Or undismayed in deed and word,
Be a true witness of my Lord?"
"Awed by a mortal's frown, shall T
Conceal the Word of God Most High":
How then, before Thee shall T dare
To stand. or how thine anger hear?"

-----·Iii·___-Friendship.

When so-called friends will pass you by
Without a groan, without ,a sigh,
Although they see you are distressed,
Or know that you are sore oppressed,That's indifference.
When others shed for you a tear,.
Or pity you with heart sincere,
But that's as much as they will do
To prove to you their friendship's trueThat is sympathy.
But he who gets beneath your load
And helps you o'er life's rugged road
And gives his best to you in need
'
And shows his love by noble de~ds,---,
Well, that is FRIENDSHIP.
WALTER E, ISENHOUR.

----_.(j)._----

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rev. H. C. Morrison:
In a recent issue of THE HERALD you asked
this question:
"Suppose 500,000 men in our Southem
Methodism who are using tobacco, at a cost
of 15,c per day, should give up the habit and
contribute one-fourth of that sum for the
cause of missions, how many dollars would
it amount to in thirty years?" Here is the
solution to your problem:
3 cigars per day at 5c each equals 15c.
3 cigars per day at 5c each for 365 days
equals $54.75,.
5'OO,~00 times $,54.75, equals $27,375,000.
30 tImes $27,375,000 equals $821,250,000.
1,4 of 821,250,000 equals $205,312,500.
Two hundred and five million, three hundred aad twelve thousand and five hundred
dollars, for the cause of missions.
L. B. LEWIS.

ODDS AND ENDS
We have a few, possibly 50 each, of twelve
different kinds of Bibles, values up to $3
which we are going to close out at $1 each:
postpaid; or twelve copies for $10. Some of
these BiBles have the words of Christ in redsome of them have the thumb index, some have
references, some have concordance, and they
all have a good flexible binding with overlapping edges and a good readable type. They
are neat in size and light in weight. The type
is about the size of this you are reading.
Here's your opportunity to buy some nice
little Bibles to give away as premiums in the
Sunday school, or to some friend, relative or
neighbor. It is also an opportunity for you to
buy some to sell, and you can make a nice
profit on them . Order at once, as these 600
Bibles will not last long at this price.
Pentecostal PubIiihing Co., Louisville, Ky.
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The Mistakes of Modernism.
ANDREW JOHNSON.

~~~ODg~NISl\.f makes colossal blun~JI"

ers In trYIng to take the blood
out of the atonement, the virus
•
' \ . out of sin. the fire out of hell,
~:'
the nrediction O:lt of prophecy,
and the supernatur.al out of religion. A pr.ofess,o r of a great university
says: "To ins,i st dogmatically as , an apriori
principle that without the shedding of the
blood there is no remission of Sil~ is both
futile and foolish in ' an age' which has abandoned the conception of bloody sacrifice." Note
the expression-"an age which has abandoned the conception of a bloody sacrifice." A
bloody sacrifice is not a mere conception; it
isa real, historical fact and is valid in all
:ages, f.or it is a s enduring as the Rock of
Ages. Despite the fulmination of this higher critical foe to the scriptural doctrine or
the blood atonement, we have redemption
through the blood, the forgiveness of sins
(E,ph. 1 :7). In fact, our acceptance with
God depends upon the atoning blood of the
Lamb. In the very morning dawn of crea'
ti.on we find Cain, the first born son of the
human race, bringing a bloodless s!acrifice of
the fruit of the ground only to be utterly
rejected; on the other hand we see Abel; his
brother,offering a bloody sacrW,ce of the
firstling of his flock which was approved and
accepted by Jehovah. (Gen. 4: 4-6) .
We also have divine providential protection through the blood of the atonement. The
ancient Israelites sprinkled the blood of the
, paschal lamb upon the door-posts and lintels
of their houses and were safe and secure
when the death aJlgel passed over the land of
E.gypt destroying the first born ,o f both man
a nd beas,t . (Ex. 12 :13). We have perfect
present clea nsing from every tinge and tra~e
of sin through the blood of that fountaIn
which was opened to the house. of David and
to the inhabitants of Jerusalem.
(Zech.
lR :1). We have access as well as acceptance
through the blood. It is only as we. have .our
hearts sprinkled from an eVIl conSCIence that
. we can draw nigh in the full assurance of
faith. Those who were .once a fa.r off. can be
made nigh, can become the propvnqu'/, of the
kingdom of heaven thr~ugh t~e blood.
The saints' in all thIS glOrIOUS war can
overcome the arch-enemy, the 'a dversary of
their souls through the power o~ the allcleansing blood. "They overcame hIm ?y the
blood of the Lamb and the word of theIr testimony." (Rev. 12 :11 ).
.
Furthermore, we can become kIngs and
priests in the divine economy through the
blood. "Unto him that loved us and washed
us from our sins in ~is own blo?d ~?d hath
made us kings and prIests unto God.
(Rev.
1 :5). Through the magic power of the
'a toning blood of the ~amb our l:earts are
turned to chant the peans of praIse and to
sing the song of Moses and the Lamb. (Rev.

._ Ii.
~':j.:

5,:9).
I d th t
From all these facts we must conc u e a
Modernism makes a gigantic ?lunder whe?
it ruthlessly attempts to repudIate the sac~I
ficial atonement. Moderni sm not only tnes
to take the blood out of the ~tonement, ~ut
. it also attempts to take the VIrus o~t of sm.
Modernism magnifies man, h.um~lllzes God
and minimiz.es sin. It treats sm l!ghtly, considering it as a figment of the lmper~ectly
enlightened and theological perverted Imagination or as ,a, stage in the upward develop-

of the divine transcendence. It looks on
God as contained and reta.in~d in. t.he m.aterial universe, like the sap IS ImprISoned m a
tree. The Bible, on the other hand, represents God as one who interpenetrates all and
is mixed with none. He is infinitely n: ore
than the manifested. He is before all thmgs
and by him all things consist .. (qo1. 1 :16).
God is nota mere power or pnncIple, but a
person, a supreme being.
RADIO DEVOTIONAL LEAGUE PROGRAM
Modernism makes much of the so-called soEach week day morning from
cial gospel. It speaks about bringil?g in the
6:30 to 7:00, Central Standard Time
kingdom and talks about world serVIce. But
Each Saturday morning there will be a disthe soap, soup :a nd sunshine of sociology.can
cussion of the Sunday School Lesson by some
never be substituted for persOl~al consclOUS
prominent Sunday School teacher in Kentucky.
salvation. Social service is fine as a supBe sure to listen in.
plement
but is dangerous and disastro us as a
These programs are heard over WHAS, Lousubstitute.
isville, Ky., 820 Killocycles.
Modernism makes much of church union.
These programs are sponsored by Asbury
It advocates and urges all the denominations
College, and Asbury Theological Seminary,
given in the studios at Asbury College, featurto become one in a sort of external organic
ing the Radio Devotional League Quartet and
uniformity. But internal unity must precede
other organizations.
external uniformity.
Modernism eagerly swallows the dogma of
ment of a finite being. A noted English evolution h.ook, bait, line, sinker and all; at
,h eresiarch went so far as to affirm that "sin the same time, it denies that Charles Darwin
itself is a quest after God." But despite taught that man evolved from the monkey,
a.1I these n:Qdernistic, futile efforts to mini- Ask the average profes-sor in the colleges
mize sin, the awful fact of moral evil re- and universities if ev.olution means the
mains. The memorable lines of the simple transmutation of species and he will deny it.
A teacher in OI~e of the well known colleges
yet sublime gospel song still ring true:
of this countrv stated Darwin's theory 'a>:;
"What Cl:<n wa,s h away my sins'?
follows:
~
Nothing but the blood of Jesus.
1.
Overproduction
of individuals.
What can make me whole again? '
2. Struggle for existence.
Nothing but the blood of ~esus."
3. Variation amon.£! individuaI~.
Modernism in its very animus and essen4. Survival of the fittest.
tial make-up is .opposed to miracles. The no5. Inheritance of characteristics favorated Dean Inge of London audaciously defined ble to life.
.
a miracle as the bastard chiid u! faith and
6. New organisms better fltted to survive
reason which neither parent could afford to are thus, naturally selected.
claim. Miracle, rather, is the legitimate
Then he states:
child .of faith and divine power which both
1. Evolution does not teach tha~ living or
parents can gladly claim. Modernism t~eats
animals can be arranged in a straight
the miracle::: of the Old Testament as so many extinct
line of descent,
myths and legends. The divine t~lement
2. Evolution does not teach that man deprediction in Old Testament prophecy is rescended from monkeys or apes. (Hold that
duced to sheer hum-,m sagacity. In the mind point.
)
of modern thought the Hebrew prophet was
3. Evolution does not teJ.ch that God can
only a forth-teller, not a fore-teller. The
fact is he was both a fore-teller and a f.orth- be left out o~ the scheme of evolution.
OVer against this claim we will give the
teller. Modernism accounts for the story of
the burning bush ~hat blazed on the back s'i de exact words from Darwin's book, entitled the
of the desert as a fantastic 'a nd poetic de- :'Descent of Man :" "We thus learn that man
scription of a beautiful sunset reflecting its IS descended from ~ h~iry, tailed quadruped,
golden rays through the branches of a thorn pro?ably arboreal m ItS habits, and an inhabIt~nt of the old world." (p. 231). Again
bush.
'T he Red Sea was so shallow in the estima- Dar.wm says: " The Simiadae then branched
tion of Modernism that a wind converted its off Into two great stems, the new world and
thin waves into a series of sand bars. In the old world n:onkeys; and from the latter, at a
same way it sees the Jordan river dried up remote ,PerIOd, man the wtmder and glory of
by a simple landslide. It accounts for every- the UnIverse, :proceeded." (p. 188). These
thing from a naturalistic standpoint, or re- words are .plaI~ and prove beyond a doubt
duces the remainder to myth& and allegories. that Darwm ,d'/,d teach that man descended
The authority of the New Testament is al- from the monkey. There ifl no need for the
so challenged. Modernism does not recog- advo~ates of. evolution to deny their own
nize any external norms or standards. It doctrIne. ~t I~ true that mOHt of the present
traces- all authority to the internal dictates day evolutIOnIsts have modified the theory
of the autonomous mind. Modernism denies s'o mewhat and affirm that both man and monthe supreme divinty of Christ in the very key came from a common ancestor. But this
face of the fact that the claims, the titles, the makes the monkey man's little brother inattributes, the works, the honors, the author- stead of man's daddy. By and by they will
ity, the teaching, the sinlessness and the res- try to make out that the monkey is our rich
urrection prove beyond the peradvntur of a ~cle. But we. do not claim any kinship to
~ .monkey either by ,affinity or consandoubt that he was perfect man and very God,
unconfusedly in two natures and indivisibly ~Ulmt~. Our great grandparents may have
ung m trees' ~)Ut they hung by the neck injn one person.
s t ead of the tall.
Modernism makes much of the doctrine
. The Bible h~s confronted the old civilizaof divine immanence and denies the doctrine
tIons and outhved them all. It has met the

of
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magicians of E'gypt, and all the .astrologers pel. Others try to excuse themselves for livof BabylDn. It has withstood the paganism ing sinful lives because there are so many,
'Of Rome; it hM emerged triumphant after many worldly people in the church; so many
the combined attack of French, English and who profess to be Christians, but live just
American infidelity. Tt teaches that God like the world; so many who indulge in sin
created man in his own image.
and wickedntss just like the poor sinner who
Modernism has done its utmost to misrep~ claims' nothinb' but to be a sinner; so many
resent Fundalmentalism.
It has called ungodly, unholy professors ,a nd hypocrites.
Fundamentalism mediaevalism, literalism, Men have this excuse, that and the other, all
Calvinism, dogmatism .and pessimism. It is of which shall never stand the test of the
not any of these. It is 'Orthodox Protestant- judgment.
ism in the midst of Protestantism gone
Now the lord of this servant told him to go
astray. It teaches the Deity of Christ, the out quickly into the streets and lanes of the
inspiration of the Bible, the creation and fall city and bring in the poor, the maimed, the
of man, the virgin birth and bodily resurrec- halt and the blind. This was done and yet
tion. n one believes these doctrines he is there was room for more. Then the lord s,aid
an 'Orthodox fundamentalist.
unto the servant, "Go out into the highways
But what is Modernism? It is not a suffi- and hedges, and compel them to come in, that
cient world philos~)phy; it is not a solution my house may be filled." He sai d furtherof all religious, problems; it is not the har- more, "None of those men which were bidden
monization of scienc(~ and religion; it is not shall taste of my supper." It wouldn't be so
Christian; in fact, is not modern, but a con- serious to reject the Gospel of the Lord Jeglomeration of rationalism, liberalism, high- Stl'S Christ, and turn a deaf eat' to the call of
er criticism and evolutionism.
God to repentance and holiness, if there
It is always well to keep clearly in mind would be a chance to get by at the final judgthe distinction between Modernism and Fun- ment and reach heaven. But, oh, how serious.
damentalism.
to think that men have their only chance here
Fundamentalism teaches that the Bible is to be saved, who have been invited to accept
the Word of God. Modernism teaches that the Lord Jesus Christ and have been f'aiththe Bible contains the Word of God. Funda- fully warned of an a~ul judgment for the
mentalism teaches the Virgin birth. Mod- sinner who lives and dies in his sins!
ernism denies the necessity, if nDt the reality,
Not many people will actually meet condiof the Virgin birth. Fundament.alism teach- tions and become real followers of Christ.
es that man is the object of creation. Mod- Many would become Christians if they could
ernism teaches that man is the product of hold on to the wo~ld in the meantime. If
evolution. Fundamentalism teaches salva- thoU'sands could drink liquor and beer land be
tion by faith. Modern~sm t~achcs s'a lvation Christians in tht mea:'1time they would like
by character. FundamentalIsm teaches the to do so. But the~· can' ~. It's impossible. If
fall of man and his lost estate. Modernism thousands could run to the movies, go to the
teaches that man is the victim of unfortunate adulterous swim.:ning pools and mix with the
environment.
opposite sex, hug 1.1P al1d dance with the opThe divine origin and plenary inspiration posite sex, divorce and marry and divorce
of the Bible may be demonstrated by its and marry, dress in costly app~rel, or go alunity and harmony; by its simplicity and most nude, read all the sorry htel-ature they
sublimity; by its unparalleled theology; by please, eat, drink and be merry just like the
its superior code of morals: by its wonderful evil, sinful world, then they would like to be
influence on society; by the history and prev- Christians and go to heaven. But since this
alence 'Of Christi,anity; by its fulfilled prophe- is impossible. and since we have to come out
cy; by its harmony with science; by its pic- from the sinful. wicked world to be followers
ture of the supel'natural character 'Of Christ. of Christ; and since we have to turn our
The Westminster Confession says 'Of the back upon all evil, and even its very appearBible: "The heavenliness of its matter, the ance; and s ince one cannot be proud, hold a
efficacy of its doctrines, the unity of if~ va- high head, stand high and be popula,:, w~th
riou~ parts, the majesty of its style and t.he
the ungodly world; and since one canno~
scope and comprehensiveness of its desi'g n, have worldly pleasures to his full satisfaclall indicate the divinity 'Of its, origin."
tion, neither can he have riches. therefore he
The Presbyterian General Assembly at will not come to Jesus, giving ,all this up, that
Washington, D. C., a few years ago, made the he may be saved. Beloved, it's so. Not many
folloV\dng statement: "The Bible as we now great and mighty are ever saved. Not many
have it in its various translations and revi- proud evel' humble themselves and come to
sions, when freed from all errors and mi~ the foot of the cross repent with a godly sortakes of translators, copyists an-i printers, Ls row and find J esu;. Not many are "born
the very Word of God, !and conseauentlv again." Why? Because they will not heed
wholly without error."
the oall of Christ, repent from the depth of
What we need is an army of men made their souls, forsake their sins and become
whole by the grace of God, preaching the humble followers (If the meek and lowly Nazwhole Bible to the whole world.
arene.
According to this parable the poor, maim"I believe the Bible, 0, it is divine;
Heaven's golden sunlight on its pages shine; ed, halt and blind were finall y the guests at
this supper. Thank God for that. It is wonIt lights my way to glory,
derful that God loves the poor as well as the
And I'm sure going thr(;'Ugh,
1 believe the Bible. fot it is true, true, true." . rich, therefore makes provision for their salvation. While the rich won't give up their
riches nor the world to become followers of
(Continued from page 3)
the Lord, and to partake of his goodnes1s spirexcused." Another had bought a fine yoke itually, yet out 0f the poor dass of people he
of oxen and wanted to go and prove them, so has thousands of followers. Men of riches,
he said, "I pray thee have me ' exc~s~." An- 'Of popularity, of fame, of high prestige, of
other had married a wife, so he dldn t ask to the world, can be saved if thpy will humble
be excused, but merely said, "Therefore 1 themselves in repentance, obtain the new
birth, have the cleansing, purifying blood of
c,a nnot come."
.
0, the flimsy excuses men have for not Christ applied to their heart,-; and souls, but
heeding the preaching of the Gospel and the this they will not do, with but few excepcall of GDd to repentance and holiness! Not tions.
Now this servant was told to go out among
one of these excuses was accepted, which we
have just mentioned, and so it will be when the poor, offcast, forsaken class of people
men stand face to face before God. Multi- and invite them to his lord's supper. He was
tudes are interested far more in the material to go into the streets and lanes of the city.
things of the world than they are in their into the hi~;hways and hedges and compel,
souls, therefore turn a deaf ear to the Gos~ or persuade, them to come in. Praise God,
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we can do the same today. "I:housands of our
great churches never go out after the poor,
the wretched, the forsaken, the drunken, the
fallen, the laboring, toiling ·.::lass of people.
They never go to the homes of the poor, nor
into the hack streets, avenues and alleys.
They are interested only in the high-ups and
upper tens. They are interested in the
wealthy, the educated, and those of high po~
sition. They are interested in men of money,
while the poor are passed by unnoticed and
neglected. Would Jesus do this? A thousand times NO. This ,is the reason the great
Salvation Army was organized by General
Booth many years ago. They have won mul·
titudes to Chri"lt. They h;we gone to the
poor, maimed, halt and blind, the offcast,.
forsaken , wretched and miserable, yes, the
neglected ela,ss of people, therefore brought
them to Jesus. Thank God for General Booth.
He gave up a great church and 'a great salary, and stepped down to the poor and needy
and brought them to Jesus. I expect to meet
him in heaven some sweet day 'a nd se~ tens
o~ thousands whom he has helped to thIS !?ilonous place, and who~ the great Salv,atlOn
Army has won to ChrIst.
.
O. that ~e had a vast :rtmlbt~de of preachers who thmk more of souls tha1'J. they do of
great pulpits and high salaries and the appl,a use of the world, who would humble themselves at t~e foot of the old rug¥ed cross, get
full sa~vatlOn,. the~ go? ou~ to .wm every man
to Chnst !1oss!ble. '1 he tIme IS here that o~r
churc~es w~n t have a man as pastor who IS
not hIghly e~ucated,. regardless of the fact
that G?d has c.:!.lled hIm to pr~'a ch the Gospel
and wm souls. ':ery fevy hIghly edu~a~e~
preachers are grea~ soul-vymners. Why IS It.
Surely they lack somethmg. N~ d.oubt the
n:os t of them depend more.upon theIr educahon than they do God,. whIle the uneducated
preacher depends ;enbr~ly upon God, ther::
f?re G?rl honors. h.-m WIth souls .. An ~du~i1
!lOn WIth, th~ S~IrIt of God workmg mIghtIly
m ~ man. s lIfe IS a ?"roat power, .but an educatIo!l v.:Ithout GO? IS an utter faI~ure, so f~r
as wm,nmg souls IS concerned. I.ve been m
the mmstry for nea.rly twenty-f.o~t years,
and have worked WIth many mImsters up
and down. th~ land, !a nd have foun~ that the
great reVIvalIsts a?d noble soul-wmners are
g.enerally those WIth bu~ a common educa~
~lOn. Now ~nd then a hIghly educat.ed. man
IS a great. wmner of souls. W~ere thIS IS the
oase he IS far from modermsm, has been
truly conver~ed ~nd deanS€d through the
blood of ChrIst, IS ver.y hu~ble and de~ply
pr~lYerful. . An ed~c~tlOn WIthout God IS a
faIlure. WIth God It IS a gre8;t power. Amen.
Men of God, be soul-wmners. Preach
wherever God wal.1ts you to preach, and
wherevere there .1S 'an opemng. If the
churches close t~elr doors to the truth that
you. preach, do lIke.J ohn Wesley. and George
WhItefield, preach m the open aIr. Tens of
thousands weut to hear the Gospel these
great men preached when they preached in
the open air, both in England and America.
Preach in the homes of the people. This is
a wonderful place to get people saved and
even sanctified. Hold prayer meetings in the
homes of you r neighhors. P reach in tents.
Throw up brush arbors and preach in them.
Make seats and preach under trees and in
groves. Go out and find the people ,vho are
lost and neglected, and bring them to Jesus.
Tell them of the wonderful plan of full salvation. Do ,all the good you can. God wi!!
graciously reward you for it.

-----.@..----

The Third Edition Off The Press.
The third edition of "Is the World Growing Better;or,ls the World Growing Worse?"
is off the press. This book has had a remarkable sale, and attracted much favorable
comment. It contains many startling facts
the people should know. Send $1.00 to Pentecostal Publishing Co., Louisville, Ky., and
get this book.
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using, and has used. John Fletcher College, shortlived, religious enthusiasm,. but has been
located in Oskaloosa, Iowa, has sent out a abiding, growing, and becommg stronger
host of preachers and laity, glad witnesses and stronger while its influences widen, its
~o full salvation. Taylor University, named publications go over the ea~h, its missi?nm honor of Bishop Taylor, that marvelous aries are in every land and Its holy devotIon
sanctified saint who Idndled the fires of a burning upon thousands of altars in the
and WAY OF FAITH
holy revival around the world, has educated homel,and, So we praise G0d and press forand sent forth a host of excellent people, a~ ward in the great work of the Holiness Movewell as many fine young people who have en- ment. If our people shall continue to inPUBLISHED WEEKLY
crease the distribution of our literature,
Six Months in Advance ..... ........ . $IUO
tered into the v,arious fields of service,
One Year in Ad"ance ... . . . . . . . . . • . . •. 1.00
There is Asl1ury 'College, now entering its build up the camp meetings, support the
Foreign Countries ...•... ..... • . . . . . . .. 1.110
48th year, which has sent forth more than a schools, and press revival efforts everywhere,
hundred missionaries to the various mission we are just at the beginning of the great
Subscriptions Discontinued When Time
Is Out.
.
fields, some of them have distinguished them- work. May God bless everyone who reads
In ordering address changed give both
selves as the missionary leaders of the world. these words, which I am dictating to my dear
Old and New address. Write all names
It has sent forth enough young preacllers to wife from a sick bed, and help us' to go
plainly with pen and ink or typewriter.
make two good sized annual conferences. It forward with a new zeal and holy enthusNotify us promptly of any irregularities
In receiving your paper.
has erected ,a great plant and has students iasm created by the baptism and abiding of
For distribution, to secure new subscribfrom almost every state in the nation and the Holy Spirit. There :lre resources in our
ers, sample copies will be sent tree on application.
many foreign countries. And so we see that Lord Jesus Christ that we have not yet fathRemit by Registered Letter, New York
the Holiness Movement has not exploded a~, omed. He is far more mighty to bless, to
Exchange, Express or Post Office Money
some writer asserted a few weeks ago in ~n(: guide, to save and sanctify, to heal and bless,
Order.
of our Southern Methodist publications.
than we have realized.
PENTECOSTAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
523 South First Street
Lonlsvllle. Ky.
We must not fail to mention the Nazarene
I praise God it has been my privilege to
Church which spr,ang out of the Holiness live at this period of our national life and
Movement. Those people hav- ,~ accomplished see the wonderful growth of this Revival
marvels in the past quarter of a century. Movement and the ble :~sing of God upon the
OUR CONTRIBUTORS
They have a host of missionaries, a number people. I'll be glad to have you pr,ay that the
Rev. Paul S. Rees, D. D.
Rev. L. R. Akers, D.D., LL.D.
of excellent schools, millicns of dollars worth Lord may raise me up. The doctors indicate
Rev. W. S. Bowden
Rev. O. O. Mingledortt, D. D.
Rev. Z. T. Johnson, Ph.D.
Rev. O. W. Ridout, D. D.
of church property, a great Publishing that I shall be in bed sometime, but I shall
Rev. Bud Robinson
Rev. J. L. Brasher, D. D.
House, and an army of e\T,angelists who are still be in the MOVEMENT in prayer and
Rev. I. M. Hargett, D. D.
Rev. C. W . Ruth
Rev. Henry Ostrom, D. D.
Rev. Joseph H. Smith
going day and night. In a few years their frequent edi,t orials to our readers.
Rev. C. F. Wimberly, D. D. Rev. Richard W. Lewis, D. D.
'
Rev. R. A. Young, M.A., B.D. Rev. J. C. McPbeeters, D. D.
membership has leaped to almost 150 000
Rev. Andrew Johnson, D. D. Rev. Walter Jll. Isenhour
'Faithfully
yours
in
the
Lord
Jesus
bound
an~ is just begin!1ing to grow. They hav~
theIr camp meetmgs, conventions and re- for victory here on earth, and heaven'at last.
H. C. MORRISON.
(Continued from page 1)
vivals going the year round. Many in other
churches are being converted and sanctified
Speaking of Revivals.
Lord meets them [Old the work goes on. Then under their ministry.
We must not leave out of the count The
there is Jamestown, N. D., not so large, but it
Most
every
thoughtful person who is in
has seen days of victory and triumph. We Pilgrim Holiness Church, made up of most any way deeply concerned for the upbuilding
might go on naming the great camps in excellent people, sound in the faith with of. th~ church and the salvation of souls, is
Mi'c higan, Ohio, Kentucky, and other states ?lowing experiences and constantly i~'creas th.mkmg
and speaking of the necessity of a
down to Florida, and all the way from several mg numbers, whose culture, moderation, but ~~espread
revival of religion. Our moderncamps in old Virginia, across the nation to Rte~dfast devotion to Bible truth, as interpre- IStIC
brethren still insist that the days for
PaEsades, on the Pacific Coast. These camp ted by John Wesley and the early Methodists the ol~-time revival have passed. There i3
'
meetings abide. They grow, and have be- merit for them the :respect of all men.
one thlI~g of which we may be assured, those
come centers of spiritual power where the
.So we see that, in spite of the floods of modern~sts who question the inspil'la,t ion of
people firmly believe the Holy Scriptures, wl'ckedness that have poured into the world
and the New Testament records of the Lord before and since the World War, of the ridi~ the. Scnptures, who deny the Virgin Birth,
Jesus, and ac'c ept him as the Son of God, cru- cule and false teaching of modernism, which D~Ity and atonement of Christ, will never
cified, resurrected and mighty to save to the has tremendously paralyzed spiritual life in brmg. on a revival by the preaching of their
uttermost. So out of the Holiness Movement the churches, the Holiness Movement not uI1:be~Ief. Some time ago we had a Preaching
which sprang up some sixty years ago, these only abides, but still moves. If the true' chil- MISSIOn g? t~1rough the country, some excelcamps have come which have built up into dren . of Wesley,. all thos,e who accept the lent .men m It, but one of the principal leadvillages, and ,abide with power and blessing, doctrme of the smfulness and depravity of ers III that nationwide Preaching Mission
to which the people come by tens of thou- t~e r,ace, .the I'!-eed of conviction for sin, en- pastor of a. very large church, it was report~
s'a nds every year, and many are able to go tIre sancbficatIOn, the eradi'c ation of the car- ed, and I } udge truthfully, that the young
away faithful witnesses to the sanctifying nal mind, growth in grace, belief in and the people of hIS .c~urch have dances in the house
pressing of revivals, should nnite into one of God. Thm!{ of a man like that going
power of God.
Out of the Holiness Movement has come great church taking in the Wesleyan Method- about .to tell us how to win souls from sin to
the publishing'of tons of literature. There is ist, The Free Methodist, the Nazarenes the sal,vatlOn. The o~ly preaching that will ever
The Christian Witness, the oldest publication Pilgrim,s, and the members of the two great brmg a true reVIval of religion will honor
in the Holiness, Movement, which has stood Methodlsrns who believe in this doctrine of '~nd exalt ?esus Christ as he is offered to us
for these years for' the doctrine of sanctifica- holiness, I say, if they should unite into one II'!- the SCrIptures, and as he has manifested
through the centuries in the salva
tion, as taught by John Wesley. It is now church, they. would make one of the most f.Imsel~
I~nht0 t the lost. He has proven himself
edited by Rev. C. W. Butler, D. D., and Dr. powerful bodIes of ev,'tngelistic Christians in
John Paul, and is standing true to its trust th~ world, and wo~ld lx'l able to tremendously mIg y ? sav~, and he is the only Savior
of spreading scriptural holiness over the brmg about a perIod of true evangelism and Along wI~h thIS preaching the Holy S irit
the salv,ation of mi~lions of souls. It is not must be gIVen his place as convictor fo/sin
land.
There is the great publishing house of the probable that such union will be consumma- re.gener,a tor and witness of the S "t Th
WItness of the Suirit to the fo 'p~rI.
e
Nazarenes at Kansas City, a very substantial ted any time in the near future, but living and
love of God· i th h
rgIvmg grace
business whi'Ch grows and extends its influ- apart ~s they are, with their beliefs and holy recognized.
n e eal'lt must be fully
ence as the years come and go. They put out ent~uslasm, they are bringing multitudes to
an excellent Sunday School literature, as well Chr:st, and there is no indication of their by ~~:rt~;daJ scriptural ?oct~ine emphasized
las their weekly publication, The Herald ot ceasmg to grow, to press the battle and to lected that me~~s, ~h::"..t IS bemg .largely neg'
Holiness. Then there is the publishing plant see multitudes brought to Jesus.
a waken men to sin e preach~d III order to
at the Revivalist in Cincinnati, with its
There is a surpr~<;ingly large number of pentance, and that' .an~ to brm?, them to 1'eweekly journal, books and tracts amounting people, prea'c hers and laity, in .the M. E. punishment. Me IS e doctrme of fu~ure
to thousands every year. The Pentecostal Church, and the M.
Church, South, who it in the light ofnitm~st
w~rned agamst
Publishing Company has built a considerable are loyal to the doctnnes of the W f:sleys and fearful punishmen s na fru~tage, and the
plant, publishes THE PENTECOSTAL. HERA.LO, the fathers and founders of Methodism; and impenitent souls
that awaIts the sinful,
whi'c h is said to have the largest cIrculatIOn we have no doubt but their numbers sball in- rebellion against 0 go out of, the world in
of any religious pRper in the South. They crease, ,as they are not affected in their faith faith in Christ.
God, and WIthout saving
distribute tons of ~iterature, annually, and and, devotion to the Scriptures by the ModPreaching
on
th'
promises to abide and grow, as !t has for ermsts. Thousands of them bear witness to an exciting rant o/s su b'J~et ~eed not be of
forty-nine years; mueh of that tIme under full salvation, ,and are eager for the conver- audience; it :nu~t b anythm~ lIk~ abuse of an
the most severe criticism and opposition, s,ion of sinners and the sanctification of be- sel of a good h ~ ~omethmg lIke the counwhich, to a considerable extent, has disap- lIevers.
conduct and h~b 'lsIclan to a patient whose
Thus, we find that much abides; that this ery is impossibleI. ~ ar~hsuch that his recov·
peared.
Then there are the schools which God is Movement va.s not a senStational, fanatical, be reasoned with ~nd fh etr wo~ds, men must
,
e eachmg of Jesus so
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clearly set forth, that they are compelled tb
believe if they continue to violate divine law
and reject ~ivine mercy abundantly offered;
that they wIll go out into ,a place of eternal
punishment. This is not a subject to be
avoided but it is primary. It should be presented in the most solemn, e~rnest, kindly,
though po~itive, marmer. Men should not ba
permitted to ~~ve in their sins without earnest
warning of its ultimate and fearful consequences. No pastor need fear to present this
subject intelligently to a Sund,ay morning
audience. No doubt it would be unusual, and
give the people something to think about and
talk about after leaving the church, and to
meditate upon after the lights are turned
out, and the silent, quiet hours of darkness
come, ,and they have time for serious reflection.
All the talk, teaching and preaching contrary to the thought set forth above, are unscriptural and cannot bring forth deep and '
permanent results that will abide and bless
the church and people. One of the most important things in the conversion or regeneration of a soul, is a profound conviction for
sin, a deep realization of what it means to
violate the commandments of God, to sin
against that great and holy Being who is the
creator of heaven and e,a rth, and who holds
the destiny of all souls in his hands.
Some protracted meetings go on with a
church-joining way of things that practically
eliminates any teaching that is calculated to
,a waken conviction for sin. The very foundation of a truly spiiitual life must be laid in
a sense of one's sinfulness, lostness and need
of a Savior. I admonish my young brethren
of the ministry, everywhere, to bring to the
people the message of the Lord that will produce conviction for s,in. This does not mean
that we are to rant and storm, threaten and
,abuse, but that we must present the truth
with reason and emphasis, without fear, as
the_ messengers of the Lord, remembering
that neglect of these great truths might find
us at the judgment bar with the blood of
souls upon us, guilty and condemned, because we set up standards different from
those revealed in tne Scriptures.
We need the revival. No doubt about that;
it must begin in the pulpit with the preaching of the Word of God; the word that condemns sin, that points ,o ut the future punishment of the impenitent sinner, and the
Christ who is mighty to .~ave to the uttermost, and the Holy Spirit who is able to
give power arid efficacy to the Word, and gracious witness when faith appropriates the
atonement an,l forgiveness,s assured. Let
us have ,a, revival by going at it in the right
way, ignoring all false teacl'ers, standing
true, engaging in prayer, having a day of
fasting, visiting the people and holding on
with the mighty Word of God which will not
return unto him void.
H. C. MORRISON.
DOOOOOOOOOOOOOQooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

"The Stingless Bee."
MRS. H. C. MORRISON.
~

E note that science is able to tab~
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.. the thorn out of the blackberry
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bush, and now it has learned
tow to take the sting out of the
bee. Mr. Burrows claims' to
have obtained a species of bee
which c,a n be h::tndled by a child in perfect
safety. It appears that the new pr?duct has
a sting, but it does not hurt, and IS usele~s
as a weapon of offense. Y.et. the bees d.le
when they lose it. The Ch1'1.Stwn Herald.m
commenting upon this f~rther. says: "As CIVilization <advances the stmg WIll be taken out
of men's dispositions and lives, and ~any of
the pains th.lt come to men by the stmgs of
misfQrtune will have been vrevented.".
After reaaing the above we were remmded
of the expression, "The world do move." The
o
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investigations and discoveries of science are and there may be much change during that
handing out so many strange and unthought time.
After having Dr. Morrison urtder a skin
of things in these latter days, that we live in
constant expectancy of "some new thing." specialist, it seemed he diti not recover .as
We can hardly agree with the above prophecy we had hoped, and decided to get an asthin regard to the sting being taken out of matic diagnostician and see if the root of the
men's dispositions and lives by scientific dis- trouble could be determined. We had a carecovery, for the root of th;(J)t sting is sin, and ful diagnosis made of his case, chemical tests
no power, save that of the blood of Jesus made and after consultation with various
Christ, can make the guilty conscience clean. physici,ans, they decided that the cure must
This is but an expression of Wl.llt the world come through elimination and electrical
is tending toward today. Twentieth Century treatments, as the pores of his skin were
religion is being put down un the plane of closed and the outlet for the accumulated
finite understanding and human provision, poison was obstructed so it could not exude.
We had rented a cottage and were getting
thus materializing the things of the kingdom
of gI"ace, h~aving Christ and his blood out of along very well, "outwardly," but "inwardthe matter, save as an historical figure who ly," there was no progress being made. The
once moved among men, and to whom the only mac~ine in the city where the treatworld then looked for deliverance from sin; ments could be given was in Edgewater Hosbut now men have grown so "wise" that they pital, so it became necessary to take him to
have decided there is no necessity for a hell, the hospital until such treatments could be
and consequently are trying to remove it given. If he rei:\ponds, it may not be necfrom the teachings of Jesus. They claim to essary to keep him there but a few days, then
have the solution of the sin problem, by mak- bring him home and take him back and forth
ing the environment more sanitary, provid- for the treatments.
Dr. Morrison is restful and seems to think
ing the proper physical exercise, having free
lunches and educating men in those things the proper means arerbeing us€d for his rewhich pertain to the aesthetic, thereby hop- covery, and with his elimination and only
liquid diet, he is much weaker than when he
ing to change the individual.
These are all good in their place, but they went to the hospital, but when the proper
are the mere veneering of the real troublt!. time comes .and he can take solid food he
Out of the heart proceed evil thoughts which will regain his strength and hopes to make
find expression in outward acts of sin. The rapid improvement.
We appreciate the many letters of symsting in man's life does not come from outward causes; but the day that man sinned, pathy and inquiry, and while we should like
the sting of a guilty conscience began to burn to answer each one, under the circumstances
within his breast, the remedy for which, was one oan see how impossible that is, so we
the Lamb slain from the foundation of the trust those whO' hav e been so kind as to' write
world, and ' without the shedding of whose may take this as an acknowledgment of their
blood, we should never see the face of God solicitude and know that we deeply appreciate all their concern for our dear one. Some
in peace.
have generously sent him substantial tokens
Oh man, how vain is thy search after a hu- of their love, which we appreci.ate no little.
man remedy for sin! This vain quest reMay we ask that our dear readers continue
minds us of the futile attempts of the blind, to pray that the Lord may be pleased to resuperstitious Hindu who measures his length store Dr. Morrison, and that he may be given
for miles and miles in order to reach the sa- years of service in the whitened fields of hucred Ganges where he bathes in its waters man souls,. I have been reminded of how our
hO'ping thereby, to wash away his sins. How Lord delayed his response to the call of Mary
the world needs to have their hungry hearts and Martha when they besought him for
turned toward Calvary's Victim, one drop of the'ir brother Lazarus, not that he was unwhose blood c'a n make them whiter than concerned, but that his glory might be manisnow.
fested. And so, we pray that, while the
Dear readers of THE HERALD, we would "Lord delayeth his healing," we may wait pa..
warn you against the strange isms of the tiently that he may be glorified i.n whatever
day; discard everything which does not hon- way he may direct. MRS. H. C. MORRISON.
or the blood O'f Christ above every other
--.~
remedy. "Contend for the faith once delivThe Bright Side of a Dark Picture.
ered to the Siaints," viz: "Ye must be born
The flood disaster O'f Louisville cannot be
again." "Without the shedding of blood overdrawn. It is one of the most fearful
there is no remission O'f sins," and "Follow tragedies of American history. The one
peace with all men and holiness w1thout bright side in it all is the wonderful spirit
which no man shall see the Lord." With of harmony and helpfulness of the people.
these in your heart, you have nothing to Of course, there are always a few human anifear in this world or that which is to come. mals who will take ,a dvantage of a disaster
The gospel is still the power of God untO' sal- like this to' loot.
vation, and the atonement for sin lies in HIM
Everybody seemed to want to help ev"who suffered without the gate that he might erybody. There was preaching, singing, and
sanctify the people with his own blood."
praising the Lord in the midst of it all. We
Isaac Watts knew the source of healing for feel sure that our subscribers will not comthe sinsick soul when he wrote:
plain of the loss of THE HERALD for a short
time, understanding that the cutting off of
"Not all the blood of beasts,
power made it impossible for us to print the
On Jewish altars slain,
paper.
Could give the guilty cO'nscience peace,
I may add to this, that my health iii decidOr wash away it.' stain.
edly improved, and after ten weeks of severe
suffering I am able to put on my clothes for a
"But Christ, the heavenly Lamb,
little while each day, and I am hoping and
Takes all our sin away;
pr,a ying that I may soon be out in the harA sacrifice of :lobler name,
vest field for souls. I appreciate the prayers
And richer blood than they."
of the many friends, and ask for their con----~
~
tinuance.
News From Dr. Morrison.
Send in your renewals for THE HERALD,
I know anxious hearts all over the nation and take advantage of the special offers be,a nd around the world are looking eagerly for ing made in books, by Mr. Pritchard, and
news from Dr. Morrison, so am taking this give a helping hand to tide us over the lossmethod of letting our readers know of his es we have sustained by the great fiood.
condition. It must be remembered by the May the Lord bless you all.
time this notice shaH appea1', it will have
H. C. MORRISON.
This is later news from Dr. Morrison.
been ten days or more, since it was written,

--..
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OUR BOYS AND GIRLS
STUDIES IN LUKE.
By Isabel E. Zehr.
Chapter 17.

1. TelJ what Jesus said in regard
to offences.
2. State in your own words what
he said about trespasses.
3. What is said in regard to our
having "faith as a grain of mustard
seed ?"
4. Mow many lepers met Jesus?
5. How many lepers were healed?
6. How many of the lepers returned to praise God?
7. What shall we say after having
done all that the Lord commanded?
8. In what manner was Sodom destroyed?
9. Why are we told to "remember
Lot's wife?"
10. How many times in this chapter do names occur referring to either
Jesus or God?

------...... @......-----CRIPPLE TOM.
In a miserable East London home,
in a dark, wretched room at the top of
a house, lay a cripple boy at the mercy of an aged relative, whom he called
'~ranny." His mother had: taught
him to read and write. Snowy nights,
the lad had crept into the mission hall.
Lying alone day by day for two years
there came into his mind the memory of whliit he had heard there. He
knew it was from the Bible the speakers had gathered their knowledge, and
he wanted one. Granny ·o nly laughed
and said, "Bibles weren't in her line!
What did a lad like him want with
Bibles ?"
One day, however, up the creaking
~tairs came noisy, boisterous Jack
Lee, the only friend the cripple had in
the world. "Hurrah! hurrah! Got a
new box. Off north tomorrow! Come
to say good-bye, Tom. But I've got a
real beauty present for you, my lad.
A 'b right, new shilling for you, Tom.
And you're not to spend it till yer
wants suffin real particular." "Oh,
Jack, you are good, but I want something now very, very particular."
"Yer do? What's he?" "I ,w ant a
Bible." "A Bible! well, I never! Who
ever heard of a poor lad spending all
that on a Bible, when I had to scrape
months and months to save it in cop~rs." "Don't be angry, dear Jack;'
cried the crippled boy; "you're going
away, and, oh, I do so want a Bible.
Please ,g et it, Jack-now-this very
evening at Fischer's before the s'h op
closes. Granny never would; she'd
sp:end it in gin, if I let it get into her
hands." "What can yer want with a
Bible, Tom? only scholars understand them there things." "Maybe
so, Jack, but I'm hankering after one,
for I must find out whether them
there folks in that mission hall you
and I sometimes used to go to, told
true about some one they called J esus. Let it be your parting gift,
Jack, and you will make me so
glad?" "Very well, lad, then I'll go,
but I knows naught of Bihle buyin'."
"Fischer has 'em at a shilling, for I
saw 'em marked in the window when
I used to go 'by. Quick, Jack, or the
shop will be closed!"
Returning he said, "Fischer says
I couldn't leave you a better friend,
Tom, and he decl~es the shilling
cou~n· 't be 'vested better; and says
he' 'It may be worth a thousand
po~nds to the lad;' so 'pears there's
suffin we ought to know about."
After a month's hard reading, Cripple Tom knew more about his Bible
than many who have professed to
study it for twenty years. He learned the way of salvation, his only
teacher being tbe Holy Spirit; he
learned also that obedience to God's
will meant helping to save others.
"It won't do to keep all this blessed
news to myself," he said. His bed
stood close by the window siIl, which
was low and somehow he got a pencil
and paper, ~nd wrote out different
texts, dropping. them into the noisy
street below, dIrected:
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trembled at having to do such a
thing, but when he saw that bowed
form and heard that half-stifled sob,
he knew he ought to comply with the
request.
There was a seraphic light on the
poor pale face, as he said in a tone of
the deepest reverence: "Lord Jesus, I
know you're a-listenin', and I'm much
obliged to you for sendin' this friend
here to cheer me in my work. Now,
Lord Jesus, he's a bit troubled about
not havin' worked for thee enough in
the past days. Will you help him to
see to it that ther's nothin' left undone in the comin' days, and pleas.e,
Lord, make him go straight away
and tell them other rich men that
they don't know thee if they arn't aworkin' for thee. And I'm grateful
to you, Jesus, for all the paper and
the food that's a-comin' to me while
I live. . Maybe I'll hold out a bit longer to write these texts for thee. Now,
Lord Jesus, please .bless this kind
friend, all roads and always. I ask
this for Thy name's sake." "Amen,"
said the deep-toned voice.
When winter set in his friend heard
that the dear lad "had gone to be
with Jesus." The same post brought
Tom's much-prized and much-used
Bible. When the boy's friend lent it
to his youngest son to read-the careful marking, the short, simple prayers written by the cripple lad on the
margin, and his dying wish on the
fly-l eaf, that "this, holy Book may be
as great a friend to some one else as
it has been to me," made so deep an
impression on the youth that he gave
himself to the Lord, and later on to
mission work. In Central Africa he
has shown that worn Bible to many a
native Christian, when telling them
about Cripple Tom and his texts.Mrs. Walter Searle.

"To th€ Passer-hy--Please Read."
After some weeks a tall welldressed gentleman entered th~ room
and sat by the lad's bedside. "So
you are the lad who drops texts from
t.~e window, are you?" he asked
kmdly;; "Yes," said Tom, brightening
IIp.
Have yer heard someone has
got hold of one." "Plenty, lad, plenty! Would you believe it if I told
you that I picked up one last evening
and God blessed it to my soul?" "i
can believe in God's Word doing anything, sir," said . the lad, humbly.
"And I am come," said the gentleman, :'to thank you personally." "Not
me, SIr! I only does the writin'; he
noes t'he iblessin'." "And you are
happy in this work for Christ?" said
the visitor. "Couldn't be happier, sir.
1 don't think nothin' of the pain in
my back, for shan't I be glad when I
sees him, to tell him that as soon as
I know'd about him I did all I could
to serve him? I suppose you gets
lots of chances, don't yer, sir?" "Ah,
lad, but I have neglected them; but,
God helping me, I mean to begin
afresh. At home in the country I
have a sick boy dying. I had to come
to town on pressing business. When
I kissed him good-bye, he said: 'Father, I wish I had done- some works for
Jesus. I cannot bear to meet him
empty-handed.' The words stuck to
me until the evening when I was
passing down the street your little
paper fell on my hat, I opened it and
-read: 'I must work the works of him
that sent me, while it is day; the
night cometh, when no man can work'
------..... @......-----(John 9:4), It seemed like a comDear Aunt Bettie : It has been a
mand from heaven. It startled me long time since I wrote you but I
and brought me to my knees that want you to know I still remember
night, and I could not sleep. I have you and your great work, and always
professed to , be a Christian for twenenjoy 'reading page ten. What a
ty-two years. I made inquiries and wealth of precious promises we have
found out who dropped these texts in God's Holy Word.
'
into the street, and why it was done.
It so shamed me. I am going home Asking ? Yes, dear Lord, I'm asking
Thee to blot out all the past,
to work for the same Master that you
Ilre serving so faithfully." Tears of Cleanse each stain and break each
fetter
joy were rolling down the lad's face.
That so long has held me fast.
"It's too much, sir," he said, "altogether too much." "Tell me how you Turn my darkness into sunlight
.Let .me fe.el the cleansing pow~r;
managed to get the paper to start it,
my lad." "That warn't hard, sir. I GIve me faIth to claim the promise
And receive, this very hour.
jest had a talk with Granny, and offered to give up my ha' porth 0' milk
she gives me most days if she would Seeking? Yes, Lord, I'm seeking,
FI~St of all, thy will to know;
buy me paper instead. You know,
sir, I can't last long. The parish doc- Seekmg for the grace to follow
In the path which I should go
tor says a few months of cold weather may finish me off, and a drop of Seeking not for worldly treasure'
Seeking
not for ease or fame, '
milk ain't much to give up for my
blessed Jesus·. Are people happy as But for strength and grace and wisdom
has lots to give him, sir?" The visiThat will glorify thy name.
tor sighed a deep sigh. "Ah, lad, you
are a great deal happier in this Knocking?
Yes, dear Lord
I'm
wretched room, ma,king sacrifices for
knocking;
,
Jesus, than thousands who profess to
Hear dear Lord, and open wide'
helong to him, and who have time, Let -me enter through the portal'
talents, and money, and do little or
And ,be ever near thy side
nothing for him." "They don't know Where no evil e'er can reach' me
him, sir. Knowin' is lovin', and lovin'
Where in peace I may abide, '
is doin'. It ain't love without." Where the storms of life are over
"You are right, Tom. But now about
And no harm can e'er betide.
'
yourself. I must begin by making
your life brighter. How would you
May God'~ richest blessing be
like to end your days in one of these y.ours ~nd may your good work conhomes for crippled lads where you tmue tIll he comes.
would be nursed and cared for, and
Eunice E. Wolf
where you would see the trees and 110 E. Calaveras St., Altodena, Cailf.
flowers, and hear the birds sing?"
The deary lad looked wistfully into
. Dear Aunt Bettie: Here comes a
the man's kindly face, and after a gIrl fr?l!l South Carolina Who wishfew
moments'
silence
answer: es to .Jom your band of happy boys
"Than1$:'ee, sir; I've heard tell of 'em ~nd ~IrlS. I hope to see this letter
afore, hut I ain't anxious to die €asy In .prInt because it is my first. I subwhen he died hard. I might get tak- sC~lbed to The Herald and the first
en up with them things a bit too thmg I turn to when I get it is page
much, and I'd rather be a'lookin' at ten .. I was at Indian Springs Camp
him, and carryin' on this 'ere work till Meetmg .. I certainly enjoyed hearinO'
he comes to fetch me. Plenty of joy Dr. Mornson preach. I believe I had
for a boy like me to have a mansion rather hear hIm preach than any
with him up there through eternity." else I know of. Also, if I'm not ;:i~:
The visitor felt more reproved than taken I saw you. Have I a , twin? I
ever.
have I?rown curly hair, brown e es
"Very well, my lad; then I will !lm thIrteen years old. My birth~a'
see that you have proper food and all 18 September 4. I'm in the ninth
the paper you need while you live. I
grade. I. w~s converted this year
will settle it all with one of the Bible when a mIssIOnary was down here I
women. N ow, before I go, I want you WOUld. be glad for the hoys and girls
to pray aloud for me," and as he made to wrIte me.
Althea Hand
the request th€ strong man knelt
HardeeVille, S.' C.
down by the dying hoy"s !bedside,
scarcely suppressing a sob as he covDear Aunt Bettie: I wonder will
ered bis face with his hands. The lad you please print my letter in your

-------
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happy corner? Someone sent me a
copy of The Herald and I liked it so
much and liked to read the letters in
Aunt Bettie's corner. I am a Christian. God saved me from sin several
years ago and I have kept the faith
and trusted him ever since. If this
is printed, I desire the prayers of
every child of God who reads it, that
I may grow in grace and all good
works for my Savior, and also that
my body may be healed. I am badly
aftlicted with different troubles, and
am almost a total invalid. What I
suffer none other ,b ut the Lord can
know. I believe he has spared my life
so far because of my two tiny boys
who need a mother's love and guidance so badly. I want them to be
brought up in the way that they
should go, and few can take the place
of a mother in doing that. I am
trusting in God to make a way for us.
I am not able to do any work except
a little handwork sometimes. May
God bless the readers of The Herald,
may he help us all to be blameless
at his second coming.
Mrs. Ona M. Hoskins,
Hoskinton, Ky.

------

Dear Aunt Bettie: I'm wondering
if you can find a place for me? My
grandmother takes The Herald and I
enjoy reading it, especially page ten.
I am sixteen years old, am five feet,
five inches in height, weigh 120
pounds~ ,h ave brown hair, blue eyes,
and fall' complexion. I have been a
shut-in for a long time. I have tuberculosis, I haven't been permitted
to walk, or sit up any for nineteen
months. I am in a hospital in my
home state, Arkansas. I would like
for The Herald readers to pray for
me, also my dear auntie who has tuberculosis. J read my Bible and try
to .be happr. Since I'm a shut-in I'd
enJoy hearmg from the cousins very
much and will try to answer all letters received. This being my first
letter I'd like' to see it in print. Guess
my middle name; it begins with C and
ends with A; it has five letters.
Christine C. Craddick
State Sanatorium, Booneville, A~k.
Dear Aunt Bettie: This is my second letter to The Herald. I reeeived
several letters in answer to my other
letter. Most all of them thought I
wa.s ll: boy, but I'm a girl. I still am
e~Joy:mg The Herald very much. I
stIll ~a~t pen-pals so in case everyone dldn ~ s~e my other letter here's
my descnptlO~. Am five feet, three
an9- one-half mches tall, dark brown
hall', blue eyes; was seventeen years
old June 14, 1936. Am .a Christian
and belong to Haysville Methodist
Churc~. All write to me. Hoping to
see thIS letter in print,
Jerry Douglas,
Rt. 1, Westmoreland, Tenn.
A HAPPY NEW YEAR.
God make your year a happy one-,Not by shielding you from all sorrow and pain, but by strengthening
you to bear it if it comes.
b Not ~y making your path easy, but
y makmg you sturdy enough to tread
any path.
buNot by t~king hardships from you'.
t by takmg all cowardice and fear
fr'~m your heart as you meet hardshIps.
'
h ~ ot by granting you unbroken SUIls me,. but by keeping your face bright
even m the shadows.
pI Not by making your life always

m:~sant, ~ut by showing you where
b
an~ hIS cause need you most and
y hmalkmg you zealous to be there and
t o e p.
'

b Nbot. 'by. keeping you from battle but
y nngmg you off
'
than
every field, more
conqueror through Christ "who
1Oves you."
-Cleland

B. McAfc('.
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FALLEN ASLEEP
HASKINS.
Grace Crary Haskins was ,by inheritance, environment and devout,
continuous cultivation, of an extr~n:tely affectionate, deeply sensitive,
spIritual and benevolent nature. Her
sympathies and interests began in the
home and spread to the whole world.
They were as universal as life itself.
Many are the persons and causes that
have been blessed and helped by her
fervent interest and practical assistance both at ,home and abroad.
At an early age she became most
vitally interested in evangelism and
missions. She was ever eager and
ready to give of her time, strength
and substance to further these great
causes, to which her life was chiefly
devoted. At the time of her death
she was supporting two missionaries
in Haiju, Korea. Throug,h out the
years she has been one of the largest
contributors in the Methodist Epi scopal Church.
In 1912 she became a charter m ember of the Board of Managers of the
Deaconess' Home which started on
Edward Street, City. In 1913 she
was largely instrumental in starting
the Wyoming Conference Children's
Home. The cost of the Hillcrest Home
was $20,000. three-fourths of which
was given by Mrs. Haskins.
In 1927 the Home Hospital, known
as Haskins Hall, was added as a special gift from the Haskins family.
In 1925 she establish ed the Bethel
Home as a haven for unemployed
girls. From 1924 tb 1927 she was a
member of the Board of Trustees of
Asbury College, Wilmore, Ky. S,h e
was a generous contributor to this
Holiness College and has assisted
many young men and women to obtain an education there. Both of her
daughters, Polly and Emily and one
son-in-law, Rev. Clayton S. Luce,
graduated from this college.
Mrs. Haskins was Treasure r of the
Women's Home Missionary Society of
Wyoming Conference for twelve
years and president for three years.
In 1927 and 1928 in company with
her daughters Polly and Emily and
son-in-law, Rev. Robert H. Williams,
she made a tour of the W orId and
visited many mis sion stations which
will stand as an enduring monument
to her generosity and world interest.
Beginning as a Sunday school
teacher, she filled, from the humblest
to the most exalted places of power
and influence in the M. E. Church
with unusual distinction and success.
She was ever a courageous defender
of the faith of the fathers. A lover,
teacher and .living example of truth,
beauty and genuine goodness .
She went about doing good wherever she was all her days, and will be
mis sed by countless multitudes, who '
will rise up and call h er blessed for
some act of kindness done, some deed
of mercy shown,or some wanderer
lost and found; something she did.
Until a f ew years ago, when
through failing strength h er ceaseless
activities were lessened, she was a
constant participant in religious work
and ministrations to the poor, the unfortunate, the sorrowing and needy.
R,h e counted it all joy not to be ministered unto, but to minister to others. In her latter years, when, because of failing strength she was unable to take such an active and important part her keen interest and
generous assistance continue to the
day of passing to the Church
Triumphant.
Her life was of the more abundant and rare type and he: ~emor~
will be a continuing be nediction ana
source of inspiration and gratitude.
Oh love that will not let me go,
I rest my weary soul in thee;
I give thee back the life lo.we,
That in thine ocean depths ItS flow,
May richer, fuller be.

o JOY that seekest me through pain,
I cannot close my heart to thee;
I trace the rainbow throug h the rain,
And feel the promise is not vain,
That morn shall tearless be.
o

cross that liftest up my head,
I dare not ask .to fly from thee;
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28th DNHUDL CLEDBDHCE SDLE
Sermons and Sermon
Helps
Regular Sale
Price Price
Sermons Preached in Mancheste r.
Three volume set. Al exander
Maclaren. More than a thousand pages of sermons . . . . . . $4.50 $2.00
Week·day Evening Addresses, Alexander Macl aren.
Eighteen
sermons in clu<ting "Shou for
the Road," "Christ's Lament."
"Over Our Faithlessness," ett.
164 pages ................... 1.50 .75
Bible Readings For Christian
Workers. Bazil Mill er.
126
Outlines for Sermons or Addresses . . . . ........ ...... 1.00 .70
The P astor, Hi s Own Evangelist. l\1ore than 175 sermon outlines,
complete with
Seed Thoughts, Suggestions and Illu strations . . . .. .. .. ....... 1.00
.80
Christ of the Gospels. H. C. Morrison. Ten sermons including
"The Fri end s hip of the World ,"
"How To Bring Sinners to
Christ" and "The Modern Judas.". . . . . . ... ... .. .... .... 1.00 .70
Paul's Superlative. M. P. Hunt.
A collection of eleven serm ons 1.00 .60
Swann's Sermons, Vol. IV. Geo.
Swann. "Facing Facts," "The
''I'hite Horse Rider," "The Aftermath ," etc. . . , ..... , ....... 1.50 .60
Broken Fetters and Other Sermons. F. J. Mills, "Lost Be ·
cause Ohrist is Mis sing," "On
the Scnles of God," "The Judg·
ment," . . . .. .............. 1.2i'i .65
The Sermon on the Mount. Wm.
D. Gray. Se rmons from Matthew 5. 6 and 7. . .. ... ...... 1.50 .65
Pulpit Germs.
W . W. Wythe.
455 Sermon Outlines ' .... . ... 1.50 .75
Sermons and Addresses. Jno. A.
Broadus, "The Moth er of Jesus," " The Heart of Thankfulness ." . . . . ....... .. . ... . 1.00 .65
Sermo,ns For the Times. H. C.
Morrison. "Gou's Plan For a
Revival." "National Security,"
"The Christ of Prophecy," .. 1.00 .70
The Tool Basket. J . Ellis. Sermon Notes. Addresses , Temperance Notes. Helpful Hints with
Index of Texts. .. . ...... .... .n .60
Dick Davis and the Devil. J . B.
Culpepper. 22 very unusual
sermons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 .70
The Master's Twelve. Wyand.
12 Character Study Sermons
~ased on the disciples . . . . . . . 1.50
.70
The
Bane and the Antidote,
'Watkinson. "Self Destruction,"
"The Upward Look," "Cut to

l~hSe~~~~'~utli~eS. 'ir: '0: ·Foot~.

1.50
Each outline is sutliciently complete to take two full pages . .. 1.50
Remarkable ConverSions, Interesting In cidents and Striking
Illu strations. ,, fl , C. Morri so n 1.00
Th e Unpardonable Sin and Other
Sermons. T. O. Reese. "The
Prerequisites of a Live Church"
"The Ministry of Affliction ,".'. 1.50
Swann's Sel·mOlls. Vol. V. Geo.
Swann. "The Trial and Con-

.60
.70
.70

.70

~i~';~te~!?~'F:ar~~lf:" . ":b~. ,L~~~ 1,50
Sermons in a Nutshell. .r. Ellis.

.70

1.00

.70

Outl'in es for Sermons and Addresses . . . . ...... .. ......
Fads, Fakes. Freaks. Frauds and
Fools. W. E . Shepard. A most
interesting and unusual collection of illustration material ..
Fife's Revival Sermons , Vol. II.
Clyde L ee Fife. "Hot Coals and
Burned Feet," "Judas Bptter
than th e Average Man," "Forgiveness," . . . . .. . ...... ....
The Way and the Witness. A. E.
Garvie. SPrmons and Addresses
on the Ch,urch of today, ......
The Supreme Conquest and Other
Sermons,
' 'I'atkinson.
"Successful Sin," "The School of
Character."
"Marching
OTders," . . . . ....... ...........

2.00 1.00

1.50

.60

1.25

.50

1.50

.60

I lay in dust life's glory dead,
And from the ground there blossoms
red
Life that s hall endless be.
C. O. Worden.

------..... ........----~

SLATER.

On Dec. 3, 1936, there came an end
to the earthly life of our dear mother, Amanda Slater. As far as I know
her name never appeared on the front
pages of the great newspapers. Hers
Was just the uneventful life of the
mill ions, yet she was a very wonderful mother. She was born in Ohio of
Pennsylvania Dutch parentage, and
while still in her teens she was married to Henry Myers Slater, and afterwards moved out wcst to Afton, l a.
Eleven children were born to this
union, of which only three are still
living, Mr. R. C. Slater. of Omaha,
Neb., Rev. Chas. L. Slater, of Pasa-

Sermons by Bishop Marvin . Said
to be one of the finest groups
of sermons ever published ..... 1.50 .60
Rough Hewed and Oth er Sermons. Raymond L. Forman.
"The Echo of that Shout."
"Twelve Hours," "Take Up Thy
Rod." . . . . ........ .. ........ 1.50 .50
Sermons by Frederick W. Robertson. One of the great classics in sermon style and suggestiveness. . . . . . ....... .. 2.50 1.50

A Concordance and Word Book
to the Scriptures.
Leather
bound. . . . ..... ... ........ $0.60 $0.30
Same as above in limp cloth binding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :.... .
.35 .2i'i
Paul 's Letters. David J . Burrell. . . . . ................... 1.00 .50
Making the Bible Real. Oxtoby 1:00
.50
Sparks From a Superintend'
ent's Anvil. Schauffler. . ... . 1.75 .50
A practical h elper for every
Sunday school worker.
Morning Faces. Hunter. Story
Talks to Boys and Girls . . ... 1.25 .50
A Junior Congregation. J . M.
Farrar.. . . . . .. ...... ...... 1.50 .75
Little Talks to Little People. J .
M. Farrar. . . . ..... ... ... ... 1.50 .75
Following the King. Belden. Bible Talks to Boys and Girls .. 1.50 .60
Chats With Children of the
1.50
Pkkett.. . . . . .. .......... .. 1.2i'i
liuman Nature ' and Christian
Work. A. H . lIIcKinney .... 1.50
Our Boys and Girls. M. G. Kennedy. . . . .. ........ ...... . . 1.2i'i
Ways of Working in the Sunday
SchooL S chauffier. . . . . .... 1.75
Letters From Heaven. . . . . ... 1.75
Letters From H ell . . . . . . . . . . 1.75
Go Till You Guess. Wells. A
book of Bible Questions .. . . . . 1.00
The Chronology of the Bible.
Philip Mauro. . ... ...... .... 1.2i'i
The Holy Spirit in MiSSions.
A. J . Gordon . . . . .......... 1.50
Jesus Christ and the People.
Mark Guy Pearse. A most help·
ful little book. . . ............ .50
The Parable6 of J esus. Elbert
Russell. An aid to Studying
or teaching the Parables of
J esus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
Peter the Fisherman Preacher.
E. E. BYJ:um . . . . ..... ...... 1.00

.75

.60

1.60

.75

.20
.80
.75

.15
.50
.50

Inspiring Life Stories

Bible Students and
Christian Workers

Ca~~~IChCUI1~~:r. Fo~ . c"hi·ld~~~.

Celestial Pilgrimage. A T\ventieth Century Pilgrim's Progress. R. L. Berry ..........
David the Chief Scout. Parkinson. Story of the "Sweet Singer of Israel" told in present
day langu age. 256 pages ....
The Prince of the House of David. Ingraham. ..............
4 copies
The Holy War. J ohn Bunyan..

The Soul Digger, or the Life and
Times of William Taylor. John
Paul.. . . . ................ $2.00 $1.00
J ohn Bunyan the Man and His
Work. A. R. Buckland . . , ... 1.50 .60
Livingstone the Pioneer. Stewart Starritt. ............... 1.50 .75
Deeds Done For Christ. Sir
James Marchant. Life sketches
of 48 Martyrs and Missionary
Heroes. . . . .. .............. 2.50 1.00
lIIethodist Heroes of Other Days.
S. G. Ayres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25 .50
CHRISTIAN HERO SERIES.
William Carey, Prophet to India.
Russell Olt. . . .... ... ....... .75 .50
J ohn
Buuyan
the
Immortal
Dreamer. McCreary ..... .. ... .75
.50
George Whitefield Preacher to
Millions. Caldwell. . . ...... .75 .50
Henry Martyn, Apostle to the
Mohammedans. Lopez. . . .. .75 .50
John G, P aton; Hero of the

.2i'i

ChS;r~~~ ~i~ssp~::~o~: P~i n'~~ ' oi'" .50 ..
Prellchers. Adcock . . ..... ... .75 .50
SevPIl Volume Set as listed above
(Christian Hero Series) ...... 5,2i'i 2.80
Life of Francis Asbury. Bishop
DuBose. . . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . .75
.30
Some Women I Have Known.
J . B. Culpepper. . .. . ....... 1,00
.65
Life of J oshua Soule. DuBose.. .75 .30
Life of Wm. MeKendree. Hoss ,75 .30
Life of Richard :Baxter ........ 2.50
.60
Tempest·Tossed
on
Methodist
Seas. Life Story of B. F.
Haynes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25 .50
The Beloved Physician of Teheran. Malek. The miracle of
the conversion of a Mohammed'a n doctor. . . . ...... . ... ' .. 1.00
.80
Arnot of Africa. Grahame. A
fearless pio neer missionary... .40 .25

.~O

Holiness

.75
.50
.50
.40

.50
.60
.60
.70
.40
.50

.50

Wholesome Home
Reading
In the Days of the Apostles.
Mary Mooyard. The Acts of the
Apostles retold in present da y
language . . . ......... ... .... $1.50 $0.75
Pilgrim's Progress. John Bunyan. Large type illustrated ed ition . . . . . . .... .. ... ........ 1.00 .60
Joseph, the Pioneer. Parkinson.
The story of that gentle, pure
cba r acter r etold in every-day
language. . . . .......... .... 1.50 .75
Ste pping Hea"enward, Elizabeth
Prentiss. An excelIen t descrip~
tion of the development of the
Spiritual life. . . . ..........
.30
.20
Five copies 1.50 .75
The lIIastery of Manhood . C. F.
Wimberly. An excell ent treatment of the opportunities. dangers and enem ies of mankind. 1.2i'i
.70
The Orthodox Devil. Mark Guy
Pearse. Eighteen interesting
essays on such subjects as
"How John Permewan said the
Lord's Prayer," "The Greatest
Story Ever Told ." . . . .. . . .. .. . 1.25 .50
The Letters of a Converted Boy
to His Mother. Jack Linn.
Based on actual Iife·experiences. . . • .................. .75
.45

Coals of Fire and The Secret of
Spiritual Power.
Geo. Wat·

w1ite

Robes. 'a~~l'spi~ii~~i""

.$1.00 $0.80

so~~ja*~Od ~~ts;'1;ot of ·oil.· W~'t'- 1.00
St~~~' to the' T'hro"~e .a~d' 'H~'li~e~~ 1.00
Manual. Geo. Watson . . . . . . 1.00
The Heavenly Life and Types of
the Holy Spirit. Geo. Watson 100
God's Eagles or Complete T est- .
ing of the Saints. Geo. Wllt-

.

T~~n:Bri'de'ho'od Sai~t~: 'oe~: W~'t:

.80
.80
.80
.80

1.00

.80

H:~~i Taiks .. '13:' ·C~~~~di~·~.:::: t~

:~

Love

Abounding.

Expositions

~at~~~. S~i:it~a.I .. ~.i::.... ~~~ ...

1.00

.80

.75

.45

l.'wentleth Century Holiness Sermons. Serlllons by twelve evan-

w~~~~:J" S~ript~r~s . ~i:~d'~' Pla"i'r;.

W. E . Shepard. Some difficult
passages of Scripture exnlaiu-

T~g ' N~t;VitY' of th~":B:'o'I~' 'Si;i~;t. 1,00
t;eths~irft."O:,l±ta:. Gi~t;;ec:?~~~

ot

.65

Spirit," "The Modern Gift
Tongues." . . . . . . ........ .. 150
The. Beauty of Holiness. G. W. .
Rldou.t. Th e B eauty of Holi-

.60

of Loye, of P erfection. . . . .. .' .75

.50

~~S~~m}~~y ~~rto~~e~r~t~~;

(CONTl!'\UED ON PAGE 15)

dena, Calif., and Mrs. Fanny Olive
could get there. She knew not a
Dieffienwierth of Los Angeles, Calif.
stranger but made friends with evHer husband preceded her in death
ery one.
twenty-one years.
• . Moth~r lived to the ripe age of
She was led to the Lord Jesus
eIghtY-SIX years, four months and ten
Christ by her preacher boy, Charles.
days. . She leaves to mourn her loss,
A,b out thirty-two years ago this boy
one SIster, Mrs. Emma Young. of
was holding a revival meeting in the
Sacramento, Calif., and three children
United Evangelical Church at Afton,
as. named above, twenty-three grandIowa, and one night at the close of
chJidren, and several great-grandchilthe mes~age, Mother came down one
dren .
aisle and sister came down the other,
Her end was peaceful, and we are
they knelt close together, w here said
\lure th~t her sun set in the golden
son and brother had the joy of seeing
west WIthout a cloud on the horizon
them both, very happily converte:l.
of her soul, for, she has just gone
From that hour mother was a changhome. ~eace to your loving memory,
ed woman, one of the happiest I ever
our precIOus mother.
met. She could chuckle and laugh by
Your son,
tho hour.
Rev. Chas. L. Slater.
Seventeen years ago she moved to
California with her daughter and son------..... @......----in-law. She enjoyed life to the full,
God shall supply all your need.she never tired of going to church,
Phil. 4:19.
and rarely missed a service if she
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
By O. G. MINGLIlDOQ7, BLACKSHaA:lt, GAo
Lesson IX.-February 28, 1837.
Subject.-The New Commandment.
John 12:23-33; John 13:34, 35.
Golden Text.-A new commandment I give unto you, That ye love
one another; as I have loved you,
that ye also love one another. John
13:34.

.Time.-During Christ's last week
wherein He was crucified.
Places.-Jerusalem and Bethany.
Introduc:lion.-After raising Lazarus from the dead Jesus, with his
disciples went northwalCl from Jerusalem to the city of Ephraim in
order to find some quiet from the
multitudes. He tarried there until
the approach of the Jewish Passover,
when he returned southeast to Bethany, where he tarried until after the
Jewish Sabba:th, our Saturday. After
the close of the Sabbath on Saturday
evening he attended a feast in the
home of Simon the Leper, whom I
suppose He had previously cleansed.
It was during this feast that Mary,
the sister of Martha and Lazarus, anointed him with costly ointment. The
day after the Sabbath, our Sunday
morning, Jesus made his triumphant
entrance into Jerusalem. The next
day, our Monday, he went back to
Jerusalem and cleansed the temple a
second time, returning to Bethany to
spend the night. The next day, Tuesday, he returned to Jer:usalem for 11
strenuous day of teachmg and healing. This was his last visit to the
temple. Wednesday is a blank. We
know nothing about it. On Thursday
he still tarried at Bethany till ~he
evening, when he returned to the Clty
of Jerusalem to eat the last Passover
with his disciples.
Comments on the Lesson Text.
20. Certain Greeks.-Greeks who
were proselytes to Judaism; otherwise they could not have entered the
temple.
.
21. Sirs, we would see ~~sus.
This request was made to PhilIP, one
of the twelve apostles. That was
proper and polite on then: part.. They
felt the need of a medIator m. ap' g the great teacher. BeSIdes,
proachm
.
.
it is common in most cou~trles . m
wishing to have an intervle~ WIth
some person to secure the servIces of
an intermediary to lead the way.
Much red tape has to be me~sure~.
There was no need of .any m thIS
case; for anyone was at liberty .to approach Jesus Christ. Some. stIll believe that Mary is needed to mtereede
with the Master; but they ate sorely
mistaken.
22 Philip .•• Telleth Andrew.He thought he had a big job on hand
to secure an interview with Je~us for
these Gentiless, and called In An·s
t s
him'
drew t 0 a IS
, so they both took
h
the case to the Lord. Wel~, . t at
wasn't bad-showed a good SPIrit. I
Greeks followed close
suspect the
. I t
after them; for it is not po~sIb e 0
that the Master demed them
ShUPP~~erview they desired. That
e
wouldn't
have been I ike H'Im.
.
23 Jesus answered them.-And ~t
was ~ strange answer: "The hour IS
that the Son of man should be
colmifie, d" At first blush that 10Qks
g or e .
b t
on
like a break in the story; u up
closer thought it grows natural. In ~
few days the Master would be glorl-

t

fied in tasting death for every man.
His purpose was to save all who
would believe, both Jews and Gentiles; and the almost premature coming of these Gentiles filled His heart
with joy. They were a sort of first
fruits from the Gentile world.
24. Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth fllone.-That figure is simple, but it
speaks volumes. I dug out the root
of a young stalk of corn to get a look
at the grain from which it had
sprung; but the grain was dead and
rotten. It had given life to the new
stalk but in giving life to another it
had 'died. Little in this world is
worth while that does not come by
sacrifice. If we fail to sacrifice for
others, we lose ourselves. The grain
of wheat that dies in giving life to a
new plant multiplies itself a thousandfold. Jesus gave His life, not
simply that He might multiply it in
the number saved, but that we might
have a gracious inheritance in spiritual life. No words can explain this
verse; for it contains all of life and
heaven for us. It means "righteousness and sanctification, and redemption:" But, if He had not died?
25. A strange contrast. To love
life is to lose it, but to hate life is to
keep it "unto life eternal." The one
who lives for self ruins self; but he
who sarcrifices self (gives self) for
the good of others saves himself, and
builds himself into manhood. If we
wish a good illustration from nature,
we can find it in the Dead Sea and
the river Nile. That sea has no outlet. It has become so poisoned ~hat
a fish cannot live in it. The rIver
spreads itself out and waters and fertilizes vast acres of land, feeding
multitudes of people, and then empties its surplus into the Mediterranean Sea. ' That pictures a miser and
a philanthropist.
26 If any man serve me, let him
follow me.-Let him imitate ~e .in
my unselfish life, in my sacrifiCIal
life. The heavenly Father will honor
such souls.
27. Father, save me from t~is
hour.-Talking some years ago WIth
a great Christian lawyer, he. said .that
passage always troubled hIm tIll a
preacher who was well acquainted
with Greek told him that the request
in the Master's prayer was to be
saved out of that hour; that is, if. I
must go through this hour, su~m
me in it. I'm not sure that that. mterpretation will stand, but there IS a
thought in it. The next clause
a
seems
to be an expI anat'1O~.. "But
"
for this cause came I unto thIS hour.
28. Father, glorify thy name.This is too deep for me. In some
mysterious manner the Fa~her's. name
was to be especially glorified m the
death of the Son on the cross. Our
human words can't tell much. They
are limited to finite things. The people standing around Him thought that
it had thundered, or that an angel
had spoken to him.
30. Thi. voice came not because of
me, but for your sakes.-We shall
never be able to understand. Jes~
any further than we can reabz~ hIS
utter unselfishness. It is manifest
in his daily life, but came to full fruition in his sacrificial death on the
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cross.
t f this
31 Now is the judgmen 0
• Th . dgment of this world
world.- e JU
.
th
ext
was to be revealed durrng
e n
"
t
s
treatment
of
Jesus
few d ays m I .
f this
Christ. Now is the pr~nce 0
f
world cast out. Satan IS meant, 0
course. Jesus, in his death an.d resurrection would finish conquerrn~ of
Satan.
32. And I, if I be lifted up from
the earth, will draw al.1 men unto me.
-This is a much mIsused pa:'sage.
Men quote it frequently, and ~hink to
lift up Christ by their preachmg, but
the passage contains no such meaning, as we 'shall find in the 33~d vers.e
where Jesus himself expl~In~ ~IS
meaning: "This he said, sIgmfyrng
what death he should die.". Thes.e
two verses refer s9lely to hIS crUCIfixion and death on the cross. We
should always be careful not to weave
into scripture our notions. If we
find it it what God put there, we shall
have enough.
John 13 :34, 35. These two verses
are disconnected in time and space
from the fore~oing part of the lesson,
but they furnish a rich climax to it.
We simply quote the words of the
Master and leave you to the interpretation. "A new cemmandment I give
unto you, That ye love one another:
as I have loved you, that ye also love
one another. By this shall all men
know that ye are my diseiples, if ye
love one another."

------..... @......----SPECIAL NOTICE
To Our Subscribers_
On account of lack of light, heat
and power caused ~y the flood we
have been unable to Issue The Pentetecostal Herald for the issues o~ Jan.
27, Feb. 3, 10 and 17, and we wIll Il:ot
be able to supply you with these ISsues. We will, however, ex.tend y<?ur
time four issues, so you WIll receIve
full value for your paid subscription.
We have never experienced a ~ime
like this. Send us a new subscnber,
a book and a Bible order. We are
counting on your loyalty.

------..... ......----~

REVIVAL AT WEST HELENA,
ARKANSAS.
In November and early December
Rev. Otis G. Andrews, 863 Tulley
Street, Memphis, Tenn., conducted a
revival for us in West Helena, Ark.
I have waited to see this meeting at
a distance before reporting it. It is
more evident now than at the close
of the meeting even that he rendered
us a great service. Brother Andrews
preaches the old Gospel and prays
and fasts and goes with the pastor
out into the community doing personal work. Such a meeting is bound
to last in its results for good. Ours
is a community in which tliere is
much moving in and out. We have
a good small prayer meeting now, and
the most of those who attend were
converted in that meeting. During
and since the meeting we have received into the church thirty members-fifteen on profession of fait11.
r recommend Brother Andrews to any
pastor who wishes a real Holy Ghost
revival in his church.
Lester Weaver,
Pastor M. E. Church, South.

----....... @......----REVIVAL MEETINGS.

It has been some time since I reported my work on the firing line for
our Master and Lord. I have been in
several meetings in Arkansas and
Oklahoma. I left Eldorado, Ark., a
few weeks ago and came to Atlanta.
Ga., to the District Assembly, Church
of the Nazarene. A beautiful spirit

M. D. SMITH TENT & AWNING CO.
ATLANTA, GA.
Our Tents are Sewed with Linen
Thread
prevailed throughout and souls prayed through. After Assembly I went
to Greensboro, Ga., and found t~e
Wesleyan Methodist Conference m
session in the church where Mrs.
Frank M. Graham has been pastor
for thirty-five years. Sister Graham
is the wife of F. M. Graham, the
writer of many beautiful songs. Bro.
Graham went to heaven a few years
ago, but Sister Graham ~ar~ies on, .for
the Master ,a,nd is stll~ ISpreadmg
Scriptural Holiness over the land. A
revival broke out in the Conference
and ten prayed through the last night
of the Conference with a shout of
triumph in the camp. The President
of the Conference asked Sister Gra. ham not to let the meeting close, but
to give God a chance to save ot~ers
while the revival power was movmg,
and it was my privilege to continue
the meeting for another week, and
some fine young people prayed
through to victory. Their shining
faces had a heavenly radiance that
was beautiful to behold.
I am now in Jacksonville. Fla., for
a few weeks. Have been in a meeting
with South Side Nazarene Church.
Preached two Sunday nights in Panama Park Church with Brother Giddens. Brother Philips is pastor of
South Side Church and Brother Glenn
the First Church. I am expecting
to be in work for some time in Florida, Georgia and South Carolina. .God
is moving and many souls are being
saved and sanctified. On with the
revival. My home address is 613 E.
37th St., Savannah, Ga.
W. E. Hudnall.
--~....... @......-----

PRA YER IS WANTED FOR THE
METHODIST TEMPLE,
Louisville, Kentucky.
The Methodist Temple at Sixth and
Broadway, Louisville, Ky., is a wonderful old plant. Thirty years ago
it was bought from the Jews by the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South,
and has been serving as a place of
worship in the very heart of LouisVille all these years.
The struggle to continue through
these . years has taxed its leadership,
especially in the last decade.
There is no indebtedness against
the plant, but being a down-in-town
church its membership has decreased
through the years, as beautiful
churches have been built out in the
residential sections of the city. The
membership is scattered all over the
city, a city of 360,000.
It is the desire of all connected with
this wonderful plant, located so
pr·ominently in the very heart of Louisville, that it now · become a Salvation Station, for not only Southern
Methodists, but to every poor lost
soul whom it may serve to lead to
God.
We want the Baptism and leader6hip of the Holy Spirit upon us in a
great way. We want the pastor to be
constantly filled with the Holy Spirit.
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We want the place to get for itself a
name none other than "The House of
God" because of the presence of God
in all the services.
Dr. H. C. Morrison has preached
twice for us since the first of October, and pledged the pastor to pray
much for the new evangelistic desires
and efforts of The Methodist Temple.
Will all The Herald readers join
us in prayer that God may use this
well located plant as a "Salvation
Station"-I put these words in quotation because Bishop Darling said as
·h e appointed the present pastor: "My
prayer to God will be that The Temple may become a salvation station in
the great city of Louisville." Please
pray for us.
H. H. Jones, Pastor.

----....... ......----~

A NEW EVANGELIST.
Rev. Marvin H. Richardson has entered the field as full time evangelist.
He is not new in the sense of being
a novice at the holding of revivals.
He has held many of them, in fact so
numerous were the calls that came to
him when pastor, that he asked his
Bishop to release him from his pastorate so that he might give his full
time to evangelism. Besides being a
successful pastor for eleven years, he
held in that length of time one hundred and forty revival meetings.
Brother Richardson is a fervent
and effective preacher. He is a soul
winner and hold's successful meetings
wherever he goes. His messages all
ring true to fundamental Bible truths
and the gospel of full salvation. His
past summer was filled with camp
meetings and successful church meetings within his home conference and
some with pastors of the Nazarene
Church. As a member in good standing of the Kentucky Conference of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, So.,
he enjoys the full confidence of his
fellow pastors and acquaintances. Recently he purchased a home ,for himself and family in Wilmore, Ky.,
where they now reside, enjoying the
confidence and fellowship {If us, his
neighbors there. I bespeak for this
fine young man a very useful and
successful career in his work as an
evangelist. Brethren of the ministry, camp committees and friends everywhere, give him a call and you
will not be disappointed.
Faithfully yours,
O. H. Callis.

------..... @......----CAMP MEETING AT LAKELAND,
FLORIDA.
It will be a great surprise to all of
our friends and the holiness people
throughout the nation to know that
Lakeland, Fla., has become the great
camp meeting {If the South, and also
of the nation, where people gather
from all parts {If the country for ten
days in the midwinter to enjoy the
sunshine and the lovely climate of
Florida. Situated in the heart of the
great State of Florida, it offers everything in the way of health and spiritual blessing. In all of my experience
I know of no place that {lffers such a
beautiful camp meeting privilege in
the winter time, as Lakeland, Fla.
Rev. H. H. McAfee is the president of
the Florida Holiness Association, and
has been greatly used of God, and ha~
been at the head of the Florida Holiness Camp Meeting Association from
Its beginning and is having a greater
ministry as the years go by. ~ith
Bro. McAfee there is a camp meetmg
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board of men and women of experience and deep spiritual life who are
used of God in helping to make the
Lakeland camp a great spiritual force.
We have been in Florida since the
last {If November helping the variou3
Nazarene churches in revivals. The
Lord has been with us and we have
seen his grace and power manifested
in the salvation and sanctification of
many souls. We made the trip from
Los Angeles, Calif., with Mrs. Babcock, in our covered wagon trailer,
and it was an unusual trip. Our
meetings have been blessed of the
Lord in West Virginia, Virginia,
South Carolina and through Florida.
Weare here for the camp meeting at
Lakeland, at the Nazarene Church in
the same city and at Winter Haven
before we start W estward. We shall
. not forget the blessings and the victory, and the love and kindness of the
people. Weare looking forward to
one of the greatest camp meetings
we have ever had in the South.
With all our friends and the holiness people that are coming this year
should make it the greatest gathering
of God's people in this wonderful climate.
C. H. Babcock.

----....... @......----UNION REVIVAL.
Gracious after results are evident
from the far-reaching union revival,
conducted by Dr. Paul S. Rees, at the
First Friends Church, Van Wert, 0.,
December 6-20. Prayer meetings are
larger and richer in spiritual verities.
Individuals are more vitally interested and active in the things of the
Kingdom.
These meetings were largely attended throughout. They were days
of great blessing and strengthening
to the Christian, and earnest warning to the disobedient. The altar
work was definite and thorough. Souls
knew when they were pardoned, or
cleansed.
Dr. Rees preached the unsearchable
riches of Christ gloriously. Both the
educated and the unlearned heard him
lrtadly. He has a cordial invitation
to return for his earliest open camp
meeting date.
Millie M. Lawhead,
Reporter.

----.......
......-----NOTICE!
~

Lakeland Camp Meeting date, Febfuary 18-28, 1937.
Place-Large tabernacle on South
Florida Avenue, Lakeland, Fla.
Speakers-Dr. C. H. Babcock, Los
Angeles, Calif., Dr. C. E. Hardy,
Nashville~ Tenn.
Director of Music-Prof. Clyde
Rogers, Gainesville, Fla., assisted by
the Florida Male Quartet.
Song Books-Great Gospel Songs
by Lilienas.
Entertainment-Each person $1.25
per day, which includes bed and three
meals.
Active pastors, approved
evangelists, superannuates and their
families, half price, or any <>f these
who bring three or more regular paying guests will receive free entertainment.
Free parking space for tents and
house cars. For further information
address H. H. McAfeil, Box 534, Lakeland, Florida.

----.......

~

......------

OFF FOR BELGIUM.
Julia A. Shelhamer.

In Southampton, we stopped at the

Y. W. C. A., where Miss Lillian Gates,
the superintendent, made us feel at
home. Her room, with its big glowing
fi r eplace is opened to her boarders fo r
prayer and Bible reading each morning at 8 o'clock. At 9, she conducts
family worship with the girls. The
rates are cheaper there than at most
hotels and the place is centrally located.
Just across the English Channel
lies Belgium. Boarding a vessel, we
crossed and in four hours arrived in
Ostend. Strange to say, the water
was as calm as a lake that day; and
our voyage was a pleasant one. At
Ostend the customs officers were
courteous and charged us no duty. A
train was waiting at the docks. Belgian porters helped us on board and
we were soon speeding on toward
Brussels.
The scenery was beautiful. Little
fields bordered by hedge, stone or
wood fences were planted with vegetables and flowers. Sugar beets occupied more space than any other
product. The little farm houses were
quaint and picturesque. The people
were speaking fluently in French
'which flowed right, out of their
mouths without any difficulty. Why,
even the babies were speaking itdidn't we envy them! I wondered if
they had ever had any trouble with
irregular verbs and subjunctives.
The people have rosy cheeks; pro'hably because they walk a great deal
in the open air, their homes are not
comfortably heated, and they ea~ vegetables and coarse brown bread. Almost everybody wears a "woolie"
(sweater), for the women know how
to knit.
You will remember that Belgium is
the little country that stood so nobly
between the Allies and the Germans
during the terrible World War. She
is little, but She protected us for a
long time without aid; and deserves
our love and earnest prayers. She is
Catholic; only one-tenth of one percent are Protestants. Ignorance and
rank superstition rule. The priests
teach that only mortal sins are displeasing to God; therefore ordinary
sins are unpunished by him. Unspeakable moral degradation is the
result. Yet, notwithstanding all of
this, the Gospel finds a more ready
response than it does in England and
America! This is a good mission
field, but it is neglected. The Belgium Cong{l (Africa) has more missionaries per capita than has Belgium.
Our train arrived at Brussels after
dark. We were indeed strangers in
a strange land and felt very lonely,
but we called a taxi and soon found
ourselves safely sheltered at the Belgium Gospel Mission.
This is a light in a dark place,
beautifully decorated outside and in
with Scripture texts in French. In an
outside show window lies an open Bible, the leaves of which are turned
daily f{lr the benefit of passers, some
of whom come regularly every day to
read. Rev. Williams, a teacher in the
Mission's Bible Sc'hool, gave us a
warm Christian welcome. Indeed, by
all in charge we were treated most
kindly and showed every courtesy.
This mission, founded by Rev. and
Mrs. Ralph Norton, is, since their
deaths, carried on by able successors,
Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Winston and Rev.
and Mrs. O. Vansteenberghe. These
are assisted by Rev. and Mrs. Sterns,
Rev. ani Mrs. Williams, and others.
Notwithstanding the Catholic rule,
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this Mission is shown great kindness
by the city because during the war
Mr. and Mrs. Norton opened their
rooms for a relief station for the Belgian soldiers. Gospels were given
them, and Mrs. Norton washed the
ooyS' socks. This service so appealed
to Queen Astrid (who was recently
killed in an automobile wreck) that
Mrs. Norton was invited to the palace where she received special medals.
Since then, no place is too good for
the Protestant missionaries and their
street services. Four or five workers
take a little organ and for Ih ours hold
hundreds of people spellbound ,b y simple gospel S{lngs and sermons in
French or Flemmish.
The finest places in this city are
reserved for these meetings, which
are held several times a week. Police
protection is always provided, although not needed, for the people are
very attentive. One of these spots is
the immense square and the broad
steps in front {If the "Theatre Royale," the opera house patronized by
the kings and queens. Another is the
Grande Place, a very large central,
open square where the first martyrs
of the Reformation suffered death.
Truly God works in a mysterious way.
In the mission I had the' interesting
experience of preaching through two
interpreters at once-Flemmish and
French-as the workers and 'students
cannot all speak English.
In cities of Belgium where they
cannot secure a permit to hold street
meetings, the workers rent a stall or
booth in the vegetable market-place
and there sell Bibles, gospels, and
other literature, besides giving away
great quantities t{l those who cannot
buy. Personal workers are kept busy
instructing those who stand around
the booth and much good results. That
is a bright idea for Americans. Why
not try it?

----....... @......-----DR. RIDOUT'S DATES AND
ADDRESS.
After iseveral months in revival
meetiugs in the Northwest Dr. Ridout
goes to California where he has some
meetings up till February. His next
engagements will be in the South. Address him care Rev. Harvey B. Hysell,
Pastor Parker Methodist Church, 1125
Eleonore St., New Orleans, La.

----....... @......-----SECOND ROUND OF QUARTERLY
CONFERENCE, COLUMBIA
DISTRICT.
Peytonsburg, Guthrie, Jan .29.
Clinton, Seminary, Jan. 30.
Albany, Albany, Jan. 31.
Wayne Circuit, Ellers, Feb. 5.
West Monticello, Mt. Pleasant, Feb.
6.

Mill Springs, Tuttles, Feb. 7.
Monticello, (Evening). Feb. 7.
Pierce, Mt. Lebanon, Feb. 12.
Pickett!, Summershade, Feb. 13.
Summersville, Hogards, Feb. 14.
Cane Valley, Glens Fork, Feb. 20.
Russell Springs, Russell Springs,
Feb. 21.
Columbia, (Evening). Feb. 21.
Campbellsville Circuit, Soules, Feb.
27.
Elkhorn, Elknorn, Feb. 28.
Mannsville, Merrimac, March 6.
Casey Creek, March 7.
Greensburg, Mardl 21.
CampbelNvilIe, (Evening). Mar. 21.
Burkesville, March 28.

Sam J. Henninger, P. E.
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EVANGELISTS' SLATES.
ADAMS, T. J.
Open, Ji:'ll~t~~b~r~~~I, Ohio)
Pittsburgh, Pa., March 1-8.
ALBRIGHT, MRS. TILLIE
(850 2nd Ave., N. St. Petersburg, Fia.)

EITELGEORGE, 1\1. J.
(Evangelistic Song L eader and Soloist,
(Rome, Indi ana)
FAGAN, HARRY
(Blind Singer, Pianist and Children's
Worker, Shelby, Ohio)
Mlllersburg, Ohio, Feb. 14-28.

KELLER, J. ORVAN AND WI~.
(JIlvanc elist , Singers, with ' HawaiiaD MUllle,
Logan, Kan.)
Eskridge. Kan., Jan. 14-31.

~t~j~l~e~~~·ivl~~bFe7b.215-MarCh

KEM~~~e~t

HAve.,

14.

LexIBCtO.,

PC!)oOCK, B. H.
(133 Parkman .Ri., N. W., WarreD, Ohio)

Ky.).

FERGUSON, DWIGHT H.
(Damascus, Ohio)
Cranford, N. J ., Jan . 20-Feb. 7.
E. Liverpo,I, Ohio, Feb. 11-28.

fS~I~~~~~·.i{~~~~~I~s~er,

FINGER, MAURICE D. AND WIFE
(Lincolnton, N. C.)
Delaware. Ohio, Jan . 17-31.
Orchard Park, N. Y., Feb. 2-14.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Feb. 21-Mar. 7.

KINSEY, I\IU. AND .lI1RS. W. C.
,
(S ingers, Pianist and Young People s
'Work ers, Rt. 3, RlChmond, Ind.)
New Bethlehem, Pa., March 7-28.

l"LEI\IING, BONA
(2952 Hackworth, Ashland, Ky.)

KLINrGo!~e~~:rng':~,

RECK BROTHERS
(1370 So. 3rd St., Louisville, Ky.)

FLORENCE, L. o.
(208 So. Walnut Ave., Wilmore, Ky .)
Crown Point, Ind., Jan. 3-24.

K~~~:er:I:~::~~aying

BEERY, J. A.
(3720 So. Wigger St., Marion, Ind.)

FORD, A. E. AND WIFE.
(Evangelists and Childrell's Workers, Rt.
1. Caro, Mich.)

BENNETT, FltED E.
(1B21 Stever Ave., Ji'lillt, Mlchiea•• )

FOSTER, J. W.
(Manchelter, Ohio)

BLAOK, HARRY
(Newsboy ,Evallgelist, Holiness-Prophetical Evangelism, lUI Coleman Ave.•
Los Angeles. Calif.)
India, Jan. 25-Feb. 25.
Palestine and Egypt. March 1-2.

FOWLER, W. O.
(427 N. 7th St.. C&mbrlice, Ohio)
Lafayette, Ind., Jan . 17-31.
Oil City, Pa., Feb. 15-28.
Woodsfield, Ohio, Feb. 1-14.
Cleveland, Ohio, March 1-14.
Rochester , Pa., March 15-28.

ANDREWS, OTIS G.
(Gen eral Evangelist, 863 Tulley St., Memphis, Tenn.)
ARMSTRONG, O. I.

Ottawa, <gah::J~, lj.·aJ:·'3~~~b~6l.
Cattaraugus, N. Y., Feb. 21-March 8.
Marion, Ind., March 16-28.

ARTHUR, FRANK E.
(2014 W. Hancock St., Detroit, Mich.)

BRASHER, J. L.
(Attalla, Ala.)
BUD MAN, ALMA L.
(Muncy, Pa.)
BUSSEY, 1\1. 1\1.
(12219 Del Mar Ave., Wilmar, Calif.)
BUSH, RAYMOND L.
(Evangelist, P. O. Box 45, Sebring, Ohio.)
ClALLI8, O. H.
(605 Lexington Ave., Wilmore, Ky.)
Wilmore, Ky., Jan. 24-Feb. 7.
Flora, Ill., Feb. 14-28.
CABl'ilC8, B. G.
(Wilaore. Ky.)
Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan . 3-Feb. 7.
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 9 -21.
Clay, Ky., Feb. 28-March 14.
(lARTER, JORDAN W.
(Wilmore, Ky.)
CHURCH, JOHN R.
(Gen. Evangelist, 636
Winston-Salem,
Jacksonville, Fla., J an.
Winston-Salem, N. C.,

S. Green St .•
N. C.)
31-Feb. 14.
Feb. 17-2S.

FREELAN,EUGENE
(434 So. 8th St .• Richmond, Ini.)
Kokomo, Inll., Jan. 17-31.
FUGETT, C. B.
Dayton, Ohio, Jan . 20-31.
Science Hill , Ky ., Feb. 3·14.
Manchester, Conn., Feb. 21-March 7.
GADDIS-HOSER EVANGELISTIC PARTY
(Olivet, Ill .)
Abroai, September 14-March IIJ.
GALLOW AY, GEO. M.
(2104 Revere Ave., Dayton, Ohio.)
GAUGH, L.
(903 E. High St.. LIm., Ohio)
Springfield, 0., Jan. 22-31.
GOODMAN, M. L.
(Ionia, Mich, 40SY.I W. Wash. St.)
Anderson, Ind., Jan. 24-Feb. 11.
Toronto, Canada, Feb. 14-28.
Massena, N. Y., March 7-21.
Albany, N. Y., March 28-April 11.
GREGORY, LOIS V.
(Sewickley, Pa., Route 2)

COCURAN, HERHAN L.
(Fort Worth, Tax .. )

GROGG, W. A.
(,uS-24th St., West, Huntington, W. Va.)

CONLEY, ROBERT S.
(Song Evangelist, Bellaire, Mich., Rt. 2)

GROSSI\IAN, MR. AND I\IRS. E. W.
(Rt. I, HoweIl, Evansville, Ind.)

COUCHENOUR, H. H.
(240 Grove Ave., Wuhlnlrton. P •. )
Wind Ridge, Pa., Jan. 24-Feb. 7.
Elizabeth, Pa., Feb. S-21.
Jerome, Pa., Feb. 22-March 7.

HAMES, J. H.

(lOX, DORSEY H., anll1 VIRGIL S. RUSUING.
(Evangelists .ni Singers, 114,S ~ristol Terrace, Akron, Ohio)
Lawrenceburg, Tenn., ,Jan. I-Feb. 12.
(lOX, F. W.
(~1 6th St.• S. E .• MaIIslllon, Ohio)

eO~7tr Si~er

Ave., Greensboro. N. C.)
Bloomington, Ind., Feb. 2S-March 14.

OROUCH, EULA B.
(Evangelist and Children's Worker, L.""renceville, Ill., Rt. 1)
lola, 111., January.
Lawrenceville, Ill., February.
eReUSE. J. BYRON
(Rt. 3, Box 476, Greensboro, N. C.l
Conventions, Pennsylvania, New York,
Pasadena, Calif., Jan. 31-Feb. 14.

(Greer. S. C.l
Deerfield, Mich., Jan. 25-Feb. 13.
Fergus Falls, Minn., Feb. 14-28.

HANKES, W. W. AND WIFE.
(2340 Central Ave., Ashland, Ky.)
HOBBS, E. O.
(Willow ruIl,

Ill.>

HOOVER, L. S.
(Tionesta, PR .)
Saginaw, Mich., Jan . 19-Feb. 7.
Flint, Mich., Feb. 9 -28.
Ch es ter, W. Va ., March 14·28.
HOPKINS, W. P.
(CampbeIlsburg, Ky.)
HUFFMAN, JeHN A
(Evangelist, 302 Morton ~lvd., Marlo.,
Ind.)
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 25 -May 1.
Sparta, Ohio, May 2-16.

CUNNINGHAM, HOODY B.
(Box 2372, DeSoto Sta., Memphis, Tenn.)

HUDNALL, W. E.
(613 E. 37th St., ~avannah, Ga.)
Jacksonville, Fla., December and part of
January.
Lakeland, Fla., F eb. 20-25.

DONALDSON, GEO. K.
(North Canton, Ohio)

HUMMJjjL, ELLIS
(Cincinnatns, N. Y.)

DI(lKERSON, H. N.
(2608 Newman st., Ashland. Ky.)
Murphysboro, 111., Jan . 26-Feb. 7.
Miami, W. Va., Feb. 9-21.
Springfield, Ohio, Feb. 23-March 7.

DILLON(E'!'8.n~elist,

Holto.• , bi.) .

D?~~V~t:~~~t

st., Frankfort, Ind.)
Goodland, Kan., Jan . 19-31.
Mahchester , Okla., Feb. 7-21.
Argonia, Kan., March 14-28.

DUm~:8::!;IO~k

rfc::lf:'J8t~'p~eacher,

Song Leder, DlUlltrated Messages, 624 N. A., Blackwell .. Okla.)

BDW ARDS, WESLEY G.

(pr~~d~:i X~~.~e~~n.tn:~l~:,tr~~fi.) HI
Sallisaw, Okla., Jan. 18-31.
Wetunka, Okla., ;Feb. 7-21.
Cameron, Okla., Feb. 22-)\Iarch 7.

Dallas, Texas)

Columbns, Ga .)

Evangelists, 7117
Lehman St., Lebanon, Pa.)
Dauphin, Pa .. Jan. 17-31.
Baltimore, Md., Feb. 7-21.

~~lrr:.\~b':;r:.a.p~ar~~r~;\!4-April

HUSTON, R. D.
(212 Maple Ave., Wilmore, Ky.)
KITTLE, ANNA ELLEN
(Sugar Creek, Ohio)
Works in Stark, Tuscarawas and Coshocton Co., Ohio.
HUTCHERSON, CY
(Glasgow, Ky.)
JENKINS, ROSCOE
(CarrolLton, Ky.)
Columbus, Ind ., Jan. 18-31.
Lima, Ohio, Feb. 1-14.
Shelbyville, Ind., Feb. 15-28.
Frankfort, Ind., March 6-21.

Joppm. A. S.
(1117 Liberty St.. Allentowll, P •. )
Indian.apolis, Ind., Jan . 24-Feb. 7.
J ermyn, Pa., Feb. 14.28.
Port Huron, Mich., March 7-21.
Brushton, N. Y., March 28-April 11.
JUSTUS, KARL B,
(Evangelist. Brown'lI H1llcrellt Home.
IRdiana, Pa.)
Hancock, Md., Jan . 31-Feb. 14.
Apollo, Pa., Feb. 28-March 14.

POLOVINA, S. E. (Metholl1lst Sam)
(Alta, Iowa)
QUINN, mOGENI!l
(909 N. l.'uxedo st., IndIanapOlis, Ind.)

Tex., March 14-28.
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' REED, LAWRENCE
(Damascul!, Ohio)
Hammondville, Ohio, Jan. 31-Feb. 14.
Sisterville, Ohio. Feb. 15-28:
REES, PAUL S.
(619 E. 46th St., Kansas City, Mo.)
Pontiac, MIch., Jan. 19-31.
Chicago, III., Feb. 3-7.
Chicago, Ill., Feb. 7-2S.
RICHARDSON, M. H.

~4r~0~·b~;:,inlntg.~ t:~:· ;r~fore,

Ky.)

~~~~I~~::;_M~angelist,

RIDOUT, G. W.

L~;rrN .MLe~'ngton

ReBERTS, T. P.
(321 Belview Ave., Wilmore, Ky.)

421 So. 10th St.
Terre Haute, Ind.)

Ave., YVilmore, Ky.)
Hemphill, W. Va., Jan. 25-31.
Steuhenville, Ohio, Feb. 1-14.
Godfrey, 111. , Feb. 15-28.

LEWIS, ·JOS. H.
(Wilmore, Ky.)

~1~~1;~. Ac:iif.~~~~~D17~~~ghtll,

N . .T.)

BOGER8, HONNA H.
(Wellterville. Ohio)
ROOD, PERRY
Richwood, W. Va., Jan. 23-Feb. 13.
Open dates, churches or camps.
SANDERS, HERBERT W.
(1833 N. Park Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.)

LINCICOME, F .
(Gary, Ind.)
Brown City, Mich., Jan. 18-31.
J eannette, P a. , Feb. 1-14.
D etroit, Mich., Feb. 15-28.
LINN, O. H. JACK, AND WIFlII.
(Oregon, Wis.)
LYON, REV. AND lI1RS. OSCAR B.
(New Albany, Pa.)
lI1ATTHEWS, C. T.
(23 High Place, Freeport, L. I., N. Y .)
~IAY,

LOUIS
(AlexaIdrla, L •. )

McBRIDE, J. B.

----------------

McAI!'EE, H. H. AND WIFE.
(Box 534, Lakeland, Florida)
Roan ok e, Va., Jan. 24-Feb. 7.
Lakeland, Fla., camp meeting, Feb. 10-30.
l\lcCOllmS, CLYDE AND SON
(Preacher, Cornet, E,uphonium and Xylophone, 2421 DUman St., Terre Haute, Ind.)
McCRORY, WILBERT T.
(319 So. 5th St., Terre Haute, Ind.)
Lebanon, Ind., Feb. 14-28.
I\lcNEILLY, LOUISE AND I\IARGARET
(Singers, !lIusicians, Children and Young
People's Work, 1009 W. Calif., Oklahoma
City, Okla.)
.
I\ULBY, E . CLAY
(Greensburg, Ky.)
HILLER, F. E.
(Lowville, N . .T.)
HILLER, JAMES
(1114 King Ave., IndlanapoI1s, Inll1.)
HOORE, JOHN E.
(SonK Evangelie~i~~:3JC::)Ost Ave., KaIls ..
ileNTGOl\lERY, LOYD.
(2004 Hulman St., Terre Haute, Ini.)
Anderson, Ind., Jan. 20-Feb. 7.
Logansport, Ind., Feb. 10-28.
HORROW, HARRY W.
MURPHY, B. W.
(Trevecca Nazarene College, Nashville,
Tenn.)
Charlotte, N. C., J an. 31-Feb. 14.
GEORGE E.
(802 1ll. Nineteenth St., Sioux Falls. S. D.)

~TTLETON,

eTT, W. W .

JOHNSON, ANDREW
(Wilmore, Ky.)
St., Lonlsville, Ky.)

gSJ~lr (ir!~·~u,

PAUL. JOHN
(UniversIty Park, 10"".)
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 22-31.
Miami, 1<'la., March 7-21.
Atlanta, Ga., April 1-11.

(Westfield, Ill .)
Spray town, Ind., Feb. 15-28.

O'VERLEY, E. R.

Ci~3~~~a~i~1.0~~~"J~~ii;~~.tI,

Ohio.)
III ., Jan. 31-Feb. 21.
LOUIsa, Ky., Feb. 28-March 14
B ettsville, Ohio, March 15·April 4.
Cen~ralia,

SHANK, MR. AND MRS. R. A.
(326 S. Harris Ave., ColumbulI, Ohio)
SHAW, BLISH R.
(SonK EVangelil!t~i~4~lil.~3rd Ave.. Oak·
STUCKY, N. e.
(41 We8t Park Ave., Colnmbnll, Ohio)
SPARKS, BURL

Co~~~nbgus~~d~elj!~. ~8::We~~r2.

TERRY, THOS. L.
(Preacher and Singer, Stanford, Ky .)
THOHAS, DANIEL LLOYD
(1718 .Tohnson St., Keokuk, 10"".)
THeMAS, JOHN
Cape Weste:;V~~o~'i;c::yriec.
Eastern Province, Feb. 1-18. 8-Jan. 25.

~~~~f.v~~~X~~ll~l-March 21.
TRYON, J. C. AND DOROTHY
(328 S. Lorraine St .• Wichita K
Ft. ]\forgan, Colo., Jan. 19-Feb'. 7 an.)
LaCrosse, Okla., Feb. 9-28.
.
VANDALL, N. B.
(303 Brittain Road, Akron, Ohio)
VAN HOUGHTON E
(Evangelist, Chalk A~tist C
Opeu date, Jan . 18-31.'
oshocton, 0.)
TINSON, R. H.
(SonK EvangeI1st. Wilmore, Ky.)
WHITLOCK, W. E.
(Upland, Ind.)
WILLIAMS, L. E.
(Wilmore, Ky.)
WILEY, A. 1\1.

(ii:n~anWi~C. DAVk~" Jamestown. N . Dak.)
,

P AIJE, LOREN E.
PAPPAS, PAUL JOHN
(314 Dieston St., TarpOI Sprlnss, Fl •. )

.

a., Jan. 27-Feb. H.

WILSON. D. E.
(38 Frederick St Bin h
R~rrisburg, 111., :ran. ~4_a3Tton, N. Y.)
A\on .. N. Y., Feb. 4-14.
.
Herrm, III., Feb. 16-lI1ar~h 7.
WILLIS, FOREST B .
(Wilmore, Ky.)
woe~w ARD, GEORGE P

(ArtIst Evangelist 122 vi B
.
W est Chester Pa arnard St.,
MeadVIlle, Pa., Jan. 19-31 .)
Hagerstown, Md., Feb. 7-21.

WOOD, HENRY ALONZO
(Box 245, Crystal Springs. MIIIII.)

~~ifRS'J>A~~

G.
Shoals .. Ind ee'Jan ~ .• Frankfort, Ind.)
Columbus, i'nd.~nFeb~-~~?2s.7.

.WEN, JOSEPH.
(Boaz, Ala .)
OWEN, JOHN F.
(Columbus, Ohio)
Houghton, New York, April 20-?5
Bentleyville, Pa., July S-lS
-.
Otway, Ohio, Jan . 24-Feb. 7.

Ind.)

Barbel'ton, Ohio, Feb. 2-14.

Camp Meeting Calendar
FLORIDA.
Lakeland FI
Dr. C. E. I-Iard a., Feb. 18-28.
Workerl!:
Clyde ROdger/' ~rci C. H. Babcock, Pi-of.
ma1e
d.rnedBB,
'FRlae.v.
H
'H
~
At
quartet.
Ad.
.
c ee, Box 534, LakeI•

-.@ ••
-----

Comfort Cards for the Sick

PARKER, J. R.
(.15 North Lexington Ave., Wllmor'" ~y)
Abroad, February, March, April, ~Iay.·

ap~r~~~~l!:e of 12 ~eautlfnl postcarda with
for the sick ~~~ag~s t and Scripture versel
and sorroWing pS 1u -In, the discouraged
of twelve.
.
r ce onl7 20c a packace

PATRONE, D. E. AND LEOLA
(Evaugehst and Violinist 116 N D
St., Uhrichsville' Ohio)'
awaOD
~ollida'y's Cove, W. Va:, Jan . 17.31
New Rmgold, Pa., Feb. 1-14
.
Vanderbilt, Pa., Feb. 15·28. .

h

"N

•••eVer doubt in the dark what God
ath shown thee in the light."--Old
Quaker.
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VVednesday, February 24, 1937.
NOTES FROM AN EVANGELIST'S
ITINERARY.
When my conference adjourned,
Nov. 3, 1935, I visited home for a few
days, but the next Sunday, the 10th,
found me in Canton, Ohio, with the
Holine ss Association, for a fifteenday convention. My conference year
had begun. We had a gracious season there. Then I )lastened to Johnstown, Pa., for a week's convention
with the Cambria Holiness Association, my {)ld friend, J. G. Penrod, in
charge. This was a season of feeding the saints. Then back to Midvale,
Ohio, with good Brother Mitzel of the
Methodist Chudch for a new planting
at the Newport Church on that charge
for fourteen days. That finished the
year.
In January, 1936, I labored with
W. M. Grant in the Methodist Church
at Roxana, Del. Then a visit with
my son of the Philadelphia Conference, and home.
Old King Winter canceled my February date, and my son's illness with
pneumonia canceled part of March.
But Sunday, March 15th, found me at
Alco, Brewton, Ala., with L. A.
Thornburg in the M. E. Church for a
week's Qngagement. Then on to Opp,
Ala., March 23rd to April 5th with J.
C. Dean in the M. E. Church.
April 12-26 found me in the Nazarene Church, J effiersan, Ohio, Otto
Stucki, pastor Then to Boaz, April
28th, Trustee meeting of the Snead
Junior College. Then back to Columbus, Ohio, to the general conference,
the fourth in which I have sat and
the ,b est. While there I preached one
Sunday each in the First Church of
the Nazarene,and Mt. Vernon M. E.
Church, Columbus, and Centerburg,
Ohio, M. E. Church.
From thence I journeyed by car
with my good friend and schoolmate
Dr. W. A. Parsons and wife across
all the mountain ranges of that section to Kanapolis, N. C., May 24thJune 7th with W. L. Hart, pastor in
M. E. Church. Then home for a week.
Oh the brevity of a week! Thence to
Arlington, Tex., Camp, with J . T. Upchurch and his co-workers in a camp
meeting. Got a glimpse of the Texas
Centenary. Then home for a week
and on to Bentleyville, Pa., camp
meeting, July 9-19. 'fhen to Sebring,
Camp, July 20-26. My Alabama date
of one week failed because of infantile paralysis and the order of the
board of health.
Then back to Sychar Camp, Ohio,
August 6-16. Then to Walters, Okla.,
camp at Hulen, August 21-30. Two
weeks after found me at Cedartown,
Ga., Ethel Harpst Home and M. E.
Church, Rev. Linder, pastor, September 12-18, where I baptized 22 children of the Home, among them triplets named Isaac, Rebecca and Rachel,
Bnd what a privilege was mine.
Then to a convention in St. James
M. E. Church, South Atlanta, Ga., J.
L. Harrison, pastor, September 20 to
' October 4.
My next and largest meeting of the
Veal' was with North Side Christian
aod Missionary AlianceChurch, Pittsburgh, Pa., Tracy C. Miller, pastor.
Then home for conference at Tarrant,
Ala., October 28 to Nov. 1, where I
was secretary for the 33rd time.
Preached three times and made three
addresses. The following Sunday,
Nov .. 8th, found me at the Brandywine
Summit, Pa., M. E. Church of which
my son James is pastor. If ' your radio will pick up WCAU, Philadelphia,
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28th ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
Regular Bale
Price Price
Hebrew E}vangelism. Godbey .. $1.00 $0.40
The Central Idea of Christianity.
Joseph T . Peek. An authoritative hand-book on Holiness .... 1.50
.70
The Book and Its Theme. L. L.
Pickett . . . . ... ... .......... 1.50 .70
The Theme of the Ages. Heironimus . . . . . . . . . . . .... ....... 1.25 .60
Pentecost. C. E . Hardy .. "Pentecost and Miracles," "Pentecost
and Power," "Pentecost and the

A!:~f:; G~a~.risr W.· Rid~~t:: U~ :Wo
Pentecostal Pulpit. Twelve Camp
Meeting Sermons . • . ........ 1.00

.50

Inspiration and
Encouragement
Heavenly

In'l'~~~:c~

Recognition.

DeWitt

Peace:" J'.' 'Ii:' ~iili~~:$o:gg
The Kingdom of Selfhood. J. A.
Morrison . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... 1.00
The Trusteeship of Life. Wm.
G. Jordan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25
Messages for the Times. C. F.
Wimberly. A collection of Dr.
Wimberly's best writings .... 1.50
Hungers of the Heart. H . B.
Hardy.
Devotional thoughts
on man's higher nature ...... 1.00
The Message From Bethlehem.
W . J . Bryan. . . . • ...... .. .50
Daily 'l'houghts. Chas. Kingsley .75
Phillips Brooks' Addresses. "The
Duty of the Christian Business
Man," "Thought and Action." .75
Flashes of Silence. Geo. Clark
Peck. "Stabbed Awake," "Seeing Green," and 29 other short
talks . . . . ................ 1.00
Daily Help. Chas. Spurgeon . . .50
The Love Story of a Maiden of
Cathay. Told in letters from
Yang Ping Yu . • • .
.50

$O:~

Christian Life

.60
.75
.75
.50
.25
.35

.45

Cood Stories
In His Steps. Chas. Sheldon .. $0.50 $0.35
One Christmas. Mary Hitchcock .50 .30
The j\cliIls of the Gods. C. F.
Wimberly. . . • .. .. ........ 1.50 .75
The First Soprano. Mary Hitchcock. • . . . ........ . . . . . .. 1.00 .50
The Dairyman's Daughter. Richmond. . • • • .. .............. 1.00 .50

Children

Great Revivals and a Great Republic. Bishop Candler. Showing the infiuence of revivals on
American history . • . . ...•..• 1.50 .60
A Manual of Revivals. G. W ..
Hervey. • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . 1.50 .60
Heralds of a Passion. Chas. L .
Goodell. An appeal for a deeper passion for souls .........• 1.25 .50
If I Hnd Not Come. Bishop Hendrix. Some things taught by
Christ alone. . . . .......... 1.25 .50
Quiet Hints to Growing Preachers. Chas. E. J efferson •...... 1.75 .90
The Minister as Shepherd. Chas.
E. J efferson. . ......... . .. .. . 1.75 .90
The Making of Methodism. J . J. '
Tigert. . . . . ................ 1.50 .50
The Christianity of Christ and
His Apostles. Jno. J . Tigert .. 1.25 .50
Christ and the Creed. Bishop
Candler. • • • • ... ........ . .. 1.25 .110

Bits of Biography. A. L. Byers.
Lincoln, Moody, Wesley, etc. $0.75 $0.40
Forgotten Children. Flewellyn. 1.00 .50
A Hive of Busy Bees. Effie M.
Williams. "Bee Content,' "Bee
Honest," etc. . . • ..... . .... .75 .50
The Poorhouse Waif and His Divine Teacher. Byrum. A true
story. . . . . . .............. .75 .50
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress every child can read. Edited by
The Renewed Earth, or The ComJ esse L. Hurlbut. (illustraing and Reign of Jesus Christ.
ted) . . . . . .. ... .. . . . . . . . . .. 1.25 .60
L . L . Pickett • • • . ........... $1.50 $0.65
The Story of Jesus, every child
The AntiChrist. L. L. Pickett.
can read. Jesse L. Hurlbut.
Some mistakes concerning him 1.50 .65
316 pages, illustrated ........•. 1.25 .60
African Jungle. Anderson .. .. .75 .50 Lectures on Prophecy. H. C.
Morrison. PropheCies that have
The Story of the Bible. Abridged
been fulfilled and are fulfilling 1.00 .60
Edition. Hurlbut . . • • .. . . .. 1.00 .60
The Blessed Hope of His GloriHurlbut's Story of the Bible.
ous Appearing. L. L . Pickett 1.50 .65
Complete edition . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.75 1.60
'l'he House that Jackson's B'u ilt.35 .20 The Conflict of the Ages. Gaebelein. The mystery of lawlessAmong 'the Hills with Ellie.... .35 .20
ness and its coming defeat
1.50 1.20
Stories From the Old Testament.
Kohn. Well illustrated
.75 .40

Second Coming

Preachers

Personal Purity

Perfect Manhood.

Shannon,
The Rome of St. Paul. MackinPerfect Boyhood. Shannon~IC~~th$I:~
son.
"Temple Worship in
Perfect
Boyhood.
Shannon.
Paper .40
Rome," "Where and How St.
Perfect Girlhood. Shannon. Cloth .75
Paul Lived," "Social Conditions
Perfect Womanhood. Shannon.
and Problems," "St. Paul's LetPaper.50
ter Carriers," etc. 224 pages
.25
well illustrated and indexed .. $2.00 $1.00 How To Tell the Story of Life.
Shannoft .............. Cloth .75
One Thousand Thoughts For FuHow · to Tell the Story of Life.
neral Occasions. Illustrations,
Shannon ................. Paper .40
Poetical Selections, Texts with
Heredity Explained. Shannon.
Outlines and Suggestions. 550
pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 1.00
.80
Heredity
Explained. Shann~~~th .75
The Preacher's Ideals and InPaper .40
spirations.
Hutchins.
T'he
.50
.35

'O:~

.25
.40
.25
.40

.25

Christianity in Action. John
,'l'imothy Stone. Eighty -si x sug.40
g es tive talks on practical sub.25
jects, such as "Singing as You
Go," "Dignify Your Job," "The
§:re~~~e:. J?sdB~\!, iii~e:ias~ 1.25 .60
Forged Chain." . . • . ........ $1.50 $0.60
A Funeral Manual. Geo. Swann.
A Feast of Good Things. J . M.
Suggestions and sermon maHames. "Progress of the Sancterial. . . • . ...•... ......... 1.50 .65 The Weakness of Evolution. W .
tified Life," "Power From On
High.'''. • . • . . .. .. ... ...... 1.00 .70 The Religion of the Incarnation.
M~e:ni~~lgg:~is~n . a~'d 'ih~' At;ii~$I.25 $0.50
Bishop E. !t. Hendrix. "The
Garden of Love. Jack Linn. Ten
Fact of Christ," "The Great
chapters on the fruits of the
T~:tecas!' rg:f~~~S SpiMt~aii~m. 1.50 .50
Companion," "The Lordship of
Spirit and one on "Carnality
Christ." . . • . ...... .. ....... 1.50 .60
Jane T. Stoddart • . .......... 1.00 .40
Means Weeds Instead of Fruit." 1.00 .60
The Making of a Minister. Chas.
Saved and Kept. 1<'. B. Meyer.
Christian
Science So-Oalled. H.
R. Brown. Sixteen stimulating
Wise counsel for young beC.
Sheldon. • • • ...... ........ .50 .30
chapters such as, "Pastoral
lievers. . . • .... .... ........ .75 .40
The
Collapse
of E}volution.
Cal,Hng,"
"Learning
To
Pray,"
Through Fire and Flood. F. B.
Townsend . . • • • . . • . . . .....• 1.00 .50
"~lS "Money," "The Minister 's
Meyer. Devotional messages to
WIfe. . . . . . . .. ,............ 1.00 .75
stimulate and strengthen • .. . .75 .40
Expositor's :'linister's Annual for
Christian Living. F. B. Meyer.
Pentecostal PubLiBhing Co.,
1930. Ramsey. A manual of
For the quickening of God's
Louisville, Kentucky.
312 original sermons with serchildren. . . . . .............. .75 .40
vice helps and suggestions.
The Present Tenses of the Bless610 pages .................. 2.00 1.00 fo~~~~~~d S:~d:em find ($ .............. )
ed Life. F. B. Meyer. ....... .75 .40
Set of above 4 Meyer books .... 3.00 '1.25 Expositor's Minister's Annual for
Contains 315 original ser~a~:~in~o~l~r J;S~r;.sti'ir~bt:· L. .50 .25 1932.
mons, seed-thoughts, sugges.......................................... .
Selle . . • • .................. 1.00 .50
tions. 608 pages • . • . ....... 2.00 1.00
Love, the Perfume of Heaven.
All the Year Round . N. D. Hillis.
George W. King. A s ix-fold
Addresses for Special days in
aspect of Love, Human and Dithe year. . • • •• . ...••.•...... 1.00 .50
vine. . . . . .... ..... ....... .• .75 .40 Lectures and Orations. Henry
.......................................... .
Availing Prayer. Fay C. Martin.
Ward Beecher . • . • . . . . . . . . . 1.00 .50 Name ••
"Conditions,"
"Humility
in
The Lion in His Den. Lynn Har•.....••.........................•
Prayer," "Secret Prayer," "How
old Hough. A series of discusto Offer Prevailing Prayer." .. 1.00 .50
Faith Tonic. L. L . Pickett . .... 1.00 .50
sions on books and life ........ 1.00 .50 City and State ........................... .

Fallac.·es

.......................................... .
,

you will hear him sing every morning
except Saturday and Sunday at 7:15,
Eastern Standard time. It will pay
you to get him.
From thence I went to Wellsville,
0., Evangelical Church, R. E. Hearn,
pastor, Nov. 23rd to Dec. 6th. That
closed my engagements for 1936.
I am now with the First Church of
the Nazarene, Cleveland, Ohio, W. W.
Hess, pastor, where I have a fifteenday engagement ending Jan. 24th.
Last conference year I traveled
14162 miles, preached 335 times, attended 70 other services, and witnessed 525 . professions of pardon and
sanctification. Held meetings in Alabama, Georgia, Texas, Oklahoma,
Delaware, Pennsylvania and Ohio.
Was in meetings 202 days besides
special Sundays and 19 days General
Conference. Was not sick an hour a;;
I recall. I thank God for such open
doors and look to him and to those
who love the truth to keep me busy
while I am able to travel, which I
hope will be years to con1e.
I cannot begin to speak of all those
faithful pastors and evangelists and
lay folk with whom I have labored.

That would require a book. The Lord
knoweth them that are his. Amen.
Yours for the battle,
John L. Brasher.

------..... @......----AT-ONE (ATONE)
Dwight Arthur Lawson.
gathered my cross and my burden
And started in life all alone,
Until, I heard-O so sweetly:
"I died for y,o ur sins to atone."
I struggled and staggered and pondered,
And wondered with awe in my eyes,
From whence such a voice could be
coming,
It sounded so like Paradise.
The long~r I carried my burden
The deeper my anguish became,
Until, at the last I was desperate
With all of my guilt and its shame.
In sorrow I fell, all exhausted,
My Cl'OSS was too heavy to bear;
r knew not the secret of Christians
To cast off their burden in prayer.
I wanderEd around in deep sorrow,
So lonely, discouraged, and lone,
I gave scarce no heed to the saying:

"I died for your sins to atone."
I fell in the way at the crossroad
My burden and cross at my side, '
So weary and weak of my struggles •
My failing could not be denied
'
I glanced both before and behind meNo help o.r assistance was nigh,
So there III sad desperation
I haltingly uttered a cry:
"Come to me-help me-I pray Thee
I'm tired and sick of my sin.
'
0, cleanse all my heart of its foulness,
And give me a peace deep within."
r gasped as new strength seemed to
fill me.
My burden and sin were caressed
For there at my side was One sa;;ng;
"The burdened and weak may now
rest."

------..... @......-----

E. Stanley Jones' Books
Vlctorlou8 Living •...........•...... p 00
The Chri8t of the indian )Wad ... ..... 1.00
The Christ of Ever,. )Wad •.••..•••.• LOO
The Chrl8t of the Rouud Table ...•.. LOG
The Christ of the Mount ...• .. •....•• 1.30
Christ and Human Suft'erlng •.... •••. 1.00
Chrbt'. Alt~natlve to Communlsm..
Relil. Talka • • ,................ L'.' ....
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THE PENTECOSTAL HERALD

"THE CULT OF THE BODY."
Rev. A va L. Pitchford.
The authorities of the Roman Catholic church in Austria, issued sometime ago a pastoral letter, denouncingcompetitive sports, aesthetic dancing, mixed bathing and modern feminine attire. This latter warned their
people that "the Cult of the Body"
wherever it has appeared in history,
has, without exception, brought with
it shame and moral degeneracy. This
pastoral ordered the sexes separated
1n gymnastics, both men and women
to go modestly clothed, mixed bathing
discontinued and children kept from
schools which teach dancing of any
kind. They declared the principle underlying this Cult to be materialism
and the only way to save the race is
by moral reform.
Too often Protestantism follows
rather than leads. Rome is right
here. "The Cult of the Body" is the
social cancer of this century. Our
land is filled with ,ts lewd devices.
Our court records are covered with
the shame it has wrought, directly or
indirectly. I personally know a number of homes that were broken up by
the influence of this Cult. Newspapers, magazines, theaters, recreation
centers, flaming bill-boards, and even
religious assemblies flaunt its temptations in the face of our people-especially our youth.
The public depends largely for its
entertainment upon this Cult. TheY'
entertain the public in beauty COlltests, public games, theaters, swimming pools and other places. We sit
and watch their almost nude performances and shout our approval while
modesty flees away to the tune of
rah, rah, rah. Take from our social
life such entertainment as this and it
has little left. Our people do not
want to pay admission unless nudity
and adventure are on the stage.. According to the press the fan-dancers
held the center of attention at the
Chicago W orId's Fair.
The principle of this Cult is both
materialistic and sensual. It is these
elements that give it attractiveness.
The main idea is to get people to undress. This Cult desires to expose
the body with its sensual appeal.
Millions of magazines are given wholly to the one task of keeping the sex
appeal before our youth. This Cult
intends to produce free love, break
down every barrier of modesty, and
, make the :body a common tool of sensual indulgence. They delight in waving aside with a jest the conventionalities of former generations. They
defy every standard of moral propriety. They belong to an age which
scorns everything that curtails personalliberty and sensual desire. Bar·
riers of modesty and morality are being rapidly broken down-and church
and home are reaping and must reap
a terrible harvest of moral brokenness.
This Cult is on the increase. It ig
no longer confined to Sally Rand fandancers and nudist colonies. Indeed,
these are only the more naughty children of this Cult. These two were
proba.bly born of the mixed bathing
beach. They may represent the full
fruit of this movement, but they came
into this by degrees. But good people,
unawares, have been caught in this
drift. Some even profess to see in it
a cultural and religious benefit. Ministers and their wives, religious workers and teachers, some leaders of the

church, are consciously or unconsciously following the trail <>f this
slimy serpent. The extent of this drift
toward nudity ,o ught to be viewed with
great darm. Thirty years ago anybody appearing in public, clothed in
the most conservative of our modern
bathing suits, would have been arrested, charged with indecent exposure.
Recently a number were arrested in a
nearby city when they appeared on
the streets in bathing costumes. The
police force declared such action a
menace to the city's morals. Yet that
same city maintains and encourages
swimming pools. I have seen these
places at night, during orgies of
mixed bathing, and what goes on is
the farthest from modesty.
Our
church people vigorously defend these
places. 'Many of them are followers
of this carnal world and know it.
Many have, perhaps, never considered
the effects of their example and influence. Their wrong doing may never
have occured to them. If this Cult
with its doings had appeared in ,our
midst suddenly, we would have been
disgusted beyond measure. But like
other children of modern liberalism
this one sneaked in and our conscience
has now ceased to rebel. Here is the
tragedy; that "called out" body, they
who "are not their own," who have
been commanded to "abstain from every appearance of evil( to "flee fleshly lusts"-they encour'a ge the doings
of this slimy Cult.
We are short on consistency when
We condemn the "out and ,o ut" nudist
and we ourselves practice the same
principle in a large degree. We are
in the same trend. The out and out
nudist has only gone a step farthera short step. We have been taught to
believe the ,body is the temple of the
Holy Spirit. The nudist has probably never known of such teaching
and cares nothing about God. We profess to be his own and dressed in
Christ's righteousness. Who is the
most consistent?
The practice of appearing in public
when not modestly clothed was excusable in the wild man out of the tombs.
But after he came to know the Savior
we read, "He was clothed and in his
right mind.' The spirit of this Cult
did not come from God. Adam and
Eve were man and wife and alone.
When they realized their nakedness
they made an attempt to clothe themselves. God encouraged them in the
effort. They were ashamed to let a
holy God see them naked. The modernist, so-called, tell us that Adam
fell upward. Well, he fell into clothes.
That is certain proof that the modernist is now falling downward. I
truly believe it. The church is going
with them unless we turn about face.
It is well known that the African
heathen on finding the Savior of smners immediately appeal to the missionary for clothes.
No minister
would call on his homes while clothed
orYy in a bathing suit. Why? He
couldn't gain admittance. He would
be arrested before ,he could get started. It seems we have come to believe
that sin is not bad if done in the
right place. The sin of David was
brought about by the same one who
today inspires the "Cult of The
Body."
We are being "conformed to this
world." And to the worst element in
this world-the "Cult of The Body."
We do not "adorn ourselves modestly." We follow too closely the Cult
~the Cult that intends to lower the
sacredness of womanly modesty and
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virtue. I knew a superintendent of a
Sunday school who taught the young
ladies of his school to swim. The
reckless way in which he did this was
entirely repulsive to a discernin.g
Christian. I watched closely thIS
class of young people and one after
another they became moral drifters.
Some years ago I was al:'sociated with
a certain preacher in my church who
was constantly laying hands on the
young ladies of the congregation. He
was utterly disgusting. He had been
caught by the spirit of the Cult. Far
more sinful incidents I could truthfully relate. But why go on? I am
strong for a cleaner church. Brethren, we ought to start now. The d.a y
is far spent. Why compromise WIth
«the world, flesh and the devil?"
But I hear somebody say, "Just a
crank with an unclean mind." True
this "Cult of The Body" does much of
its wo-rk by suggestion. If mothers
and daughters could know the impure
thoughts and ugly passion they are
responsible for they could understand.
Anybody who in this day dares sound
a word of warning is always said to
have a disordered mind. But I deny
it. I hate impurity in example, influence and thought. But if to stand
stoutly for a clean, Christ-like, holy,
spotless life-if this is to have an unclean mind then I am in high company. Fully three-fourths of my congregation are of the same mind. Two
of my churches came to me when I
first arrived here and asked me to help
keep their young people away from
the things I have mentioned, particularly mixed bathing. I have done it.
Some of the apostles discussed modest
dress, Wesley, Adam Clarke, Judson,
Fox, Finney each, in turn, urged
strict modesty.
The Cumberland
Presbyterian General Assembly meeting in Springfield, Mo., last year, voted to withhold mission money from
all summer a~semblies permitting
mixed bathing. Several smaller denominations have restrictions written
in their laws. Yes, I am in good company. By the grace of God there is
where I intend to be found in the
Judgment day.'
We talk much and loud about
economic justice, social right, league
of nations-we should. But I long
with all my soul to hear my church
speak louder of personal holiness. I
have a boy and a girl entering their
teen age. So far, their mother and I
have kept them from theaters, mixed
swimming, sex magazines and such
like. The "Cult of The Body" has
touched them but little. Wife and I
will go this way but once. Weare
building the bridge for them to pass.
They could follow better examples;
but they will probably follow their
parents' footsteps. I don't thank anyone to tear down in my children the
moral distinction it takes us years to
build. If they grow up to have the
mind of Christ, regardless of what
the Pharisees think, we shall be content. If they go out to give the world
anything less than the mind of Christ
and the holiness he imparts, we shall
be sad. It is from all sin we long to
be saved.

------..... .....-----

the other lightly pressing the wrist
of the sick man.
Presently the doctor rose, and slipping his watch into his pock~t ~urned
to the frail little woman sIttmg at
the foot of the bed.
"There is nothing more to do, my
friend," he said with a faint t~em{)r
in his voice. "It's just a questIon of
time now, of hours, maybe only minutes."
He paused and then continued softIffy, "I know I can say this to yo~,
Mrs. Foreman, because I know who IS
going to come and sit by yo~ whe~ I
go out of this home. You ca~ t realIze
how much easier it makes It for the
physician to say these words w~en he
knows his patients have the faIth.
"Yes," he went on meditatively, "it
means more to us than most f<>lks
think. Do you know, Mrs. Foreman,
few doctors are unbelievers? Why?
Well, they see so much. We know our
so-called cures are only temporary at
best. We only delay the coming of
death' we don't destroy it. There
come; a time when we have to give
up. We can do no more. And. when
that hour comes we know there is
only one thing in the world that can
help our patient; it's what we call
Christianity-faith in God, if you
please. There has been only one physician in the history of the world who
said, 'I will never leave nor forsake
thee.' You know who that was.
"I'm an old man, and I've seen a
lot," he continued as he reached for
his hat and medicine case. "Folks
can ask me a hundred questions about
Christianity that I cannot answer. But
I do know this; it bridges the gulf.
r don't have to be able to analyze the
water I drink, tell who dug the well or
When it was dug, in order to quench
my thirst. If it satisfies and meets
my needs, that's enough for me. So
When I go out and Christianity comes
in and sits by the bed and says, 'Lean
upon me,' and I see my patient close
his eyes with a smile and go to sleep
like a trusting child on its mother's
breast-well, it's pretty hard to convince me there's nothing in religion.
r know there is."-Youth's Compan.
ion.

------..... @......----Blessed is that man that maketb
the Lord his trust. Psa. 40

:4.

------..... @......-----Ellen Whited, of Liberty, Ky., Star
Route, Box 55, desires a home in a
Christian family.
4t
------..... @....
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A Hive of Busy Bees
B7 Eftle H. WI.ll.laDu
A aeries of "Bee"
storles Grandmother
told each night to
Don and Joyce. un·
der such titles as Bee
Obedient, Bee Hoa·
est. Bee
Truthful.
Bee Kiad, Bee Polite.
etc. The ~lICover1e1
a II. •
a.ventures o.
cttJ' ch1ldreB o. •
farm &'iTa fresluleea
an. nrlety to theft
"Bee" stories. ntteea
chapters. 13 m..tra·
tlo ... 1" papa, eloO
bo••• _, ...
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Some Women I Have
Known

~.,

IN THE PHYSICIAN'S PLACE.
The room was deathly stilI. In the
intense silence nothing could be heard
except the hurried ticking of the little
brass clock upon the mantel and the
labored breathing of the patient. The
physician sat by the bedside with his
watch in one hand and the fingers of

is the title of a remarkable old book writ.
ten as only its author, Rev. John B. CuI.
rpI>e:t, ~aa write. Some Olle has said this
ook WIll make many a preacher recall
\is first circuit with its light and shade,
~l joyS and sorrows, itt! t!ucceuell and
a urell. Howayer, yOU do not have to be
a preacher to enjoJ' It, as it is one of the
~o~ arUpina. iatereStilla books of the
II
we have eyer reail. When the reo
~~ln~!r o~~ ~II eflpoa It! sold the book
pri.te.. Now l~r ~e ~~: will not be re~l~~.: t. elotll bt.41 ... ~t; !;!t I: :~
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